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In this thesis, we aim to show the distribution and behaviour of the copula in 
Colloquial Singapore English (CSE). The copula is omitted in several contexts in 
CSE; however, its omission is often described as ‘random’ or ‘optional’ in the 
literature. Copula deletion in CSE is a probabilistic phenomenon (i.e. there is no 
one context where copula deletion is obligatory). We show that Labov’s account 
of copula deletion in Black English Vernacular (BEV) – which is based on the 
assumption that deletion is an extension of the process of copula contraction in an 
ordered set of phonological rules – does not perfectly explain all the CSE facts. 
We then turn to compare CSE with one of its substrate languages, Chinese, in 
terms of copula behaviour. Ho (1993) shows the similarities between Chinese and 
CSE in terms of copular constructions and claims that Chinese has a profound 
influence on CSE. However, the nature of this influence is not clear. We show 
that the influence from Chinese is due to the transfer of certain language 
properties and the interaction of copula functions. We see that Chinese influence 
on CSE is responsible for transferring the property of Topic Prominence to CSE. 
Also, the function of the copula in Chinese to denote Emphasis, Focus and 
Contrast is transferred to CSE. The strongest evidence for this is Copula Floating 
in CSE, which is identical to what is found in Chinese. Lastly, the copula 
function of being a morphological feature carrier is not present in Chinese; 
likewise, it is not always present in CSE. We show that the copula’s behavior in 
CSE is not the result of simply mimicking either StdE or Chinese on the surface; 
 ix 
instead, it is determined by the feature strengths of a set of ‘universal’ copula 
functions. Inherent in our characterization of the copula’s functions in language is 
a refutation of the hypothesis that the copula is semantically empty. We suggest 
that the copula is simply a feature carrier; however, it does not only carry features 
that we are used to (such as tense, number and person), it also carries features 
such as Affirmation, Negation, Emphasis, Focus and Contrast. We argue that 
copula deletion is not something unique to CSE, nor should it always be a natural 
conclusion for language contact varieties. Copula Deletion will always be a 
probabilistic, non-absolute phenomenon in CSE because of the conflict between 




Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 The Copula in Standard English 
 
The copula is usually understood as a special kind of verb that „links‟ different parts of 
the sentence together. It typically connects the logical subject to the predicate of a 
proposition, such as in the example: 
 
(1) John is a doctor. 
 
In (1), the entity „John‟ is identified with possessing the property of being „a doctor‟ by 
the linking action of the copula. Without the presence of the copula, the sentence would 
be ungrammatical in Standard English (henceforth, StdE). 
 
(2) *John a doctor. 
 
I will refer to this as the „linking‟ function of the copula. 
 
Many scholars believe that the copula is semantically empty; or provides no meaning 
contribution to the sentence beyond this linking function. (Lyons, 1968) One would be 
hard-pressed to describe the meaning of a copula, but would find it much easier to 
describe its functions. For instance, the copula cannot appear in a sentence isolated (i.e. 
without performing its function of linking): 
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(3) *John is. 
 
A sentence like (3) would only be acceptable if it is understood from the context that the 
predicate of the proposition is elided. (3) does not even have the interpretation „John 
exists‟. As such, although the categorial status of the copula is a verb, it does not 
contribute to the meaning of a sentence in the same way typical verbs do. 
 
The copula in English also functions as a carrier of tense and agreement features (Lyons, 
1968). In this sense, this function of the copula is identical to that of other verbs in 
English, and is something required by the language. In other words, the copula‟s presence 
is necessary simply for the realization of verbal morphology. The full verbal paradigm of 
the English copula is given below: 
 
Person/Number Past  Present 
1
st
 person, singular was  am 
1
st
 person, plural were  are 
3
rd
 person, singular was  is 
3
rd
 person, plural were  are 
Other cases   be 
 
I refer to this as the „morphological hitching post‟ function of the copula, in the sense that 
the copula allows tense and agreement features to be realized morphologically on itself. 
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The base form of the English copula is be, such as when it is used as an auxiliary verb 
following a modal verb: 
 
(4) I will be going to school. 
 
In such positions, tense is not expressed on the copula itself; therefore it is not inflected 
and exists only in its base form. 
 
A crucial point to note, as we get into the main preoccupation of this paper, is that the 
copula is strictly obligatory in StdE. That is, where the copula does appear in a sentence, 
it cannot be omitted without making the sentence ungrammatical. The obligatory nature 
of the copula can be seen in a variety of environments (the dash indicates where the 
copula has been omitted): 
 
(5) *John __ a doctor. 
(6) *I __ clever. 
(7) *They __ going home. 
(8) *John will __ having lunch. 
 
Obviously, there are other cases where the copula‟s presence is variable in the sentence. 
Examples of these cases include VP-ellipsis, comparative clauses, and agentive be 
clauses. I will discuss them in a later part of the paper. However, it is plain that the non-
deletable nature of the copula holds in most instances.  
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Although the English copula cannot be deleted in the majority of the environments it 
appears in, it can be contracted in many cases. Contraction is the removal of a schwa 
which occurs initially in a word before a lone consonant. It reduces the copula form and 
cliticizes it to the preceding word or phrase, usually the subject of the sentence. The 
contracted forms for examples (5) to (7) would be, respectively: John’s, I’m and They’re. 
(8) is an example of an environment where the copula cannot be contracted. The 
restrictions on contraction are largely phonological in nature. As we will see later in the 
paper, the process of copula contraction is closely related to that of copula deletion. 
 
To summarize, the copula in StdE has the following properties: 
- It has a linking function that connects the subject of a proposition to its predicate. 
- It has the function of a syntactic „hitching post‟, where tense and agreement 
features are morphologically realized. 
- It is semantically empty. 
- It cannot be deleted. 
- Contraction of the copula is possible in certain environments. 
 







1.2 The Copula in Colloquial Singapore English 
 
It is widely attested in many parts of the literature on Colloquial Singapore English 
(henceforth, CSE) and by native CSE speakers
1
, that the copula gets deleted from 
sentences in CSE. Early work on the copula in CSE includes Platt‟s (1976, 1979) study of 
the occurrence of the copula in different syntactic environments. His findings show that 
there is a high degree of implicationality between the four environments: pre-Adjective, 
pre-Nominal, pre-V-ing, and pre-locative. Platt‟s findings have been reproduced by Ho 
(1981), who also argues that the copula is acquired by CSE speakers in systematic order. 
Ho further argues that CSE copula deletion has distinct influence from one of its substrate 
languages, Chinese. The issue is revisited later, in Ho & Platt (1993) and Ho (1995), 
where they argue that be-omission is not an all-or-nothing phenomenon in CSE but a 
scalar phenomenon subject to sociolinguistic variation, taking into account factors such 
as the speaker‟s age, education, proficiency in English, other languages spoken, etc. In 
more recent work, Alsagoff and Ho (1998) and Fong (2004) have also attempted to 
describe the environments where the copula tends to appear. Alsagoff and Ho states that 
(1) be deletion occurs most in Attributive or Equative clauses (clauses that describe 
states), (2) be is used least when it precedes an Adjective phrase, and (3) be is used the 
most when the following complement is either a Noun phrase or a location Prepositional 
phrase. Fong states that “the copula is not obligatory in non-existential, non-cleft 
constructions”; she also notes, following Alsagoff (2001), that sentences with a deleted 
copula show a correlation with tense interpretations, specifically present time. Ansaldo 
                                                 
1
 This author is a native speaker of CSE, but does not make any claim or grammatical judgment solely 
based on intuition. Any examples given in this paper are independently verified by other native CSE 
speakers, and/or derived from corpus data, and other references. 
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(2004) describes basically the same phenomenon, but suggests instead “if we assume that 
restructured Malay was the original substrate of Singapore English, then Malay could be 
the source of these equative structures without copula, a property that would be 
reinforced by the Sinitic adstrates”. (Fong, 2004:135) Other more general accounts of 
CSE grammar, such as Low and Brown (2005), typically include copula deletion as one 
of the „defining characteristics‟ of CSE. Some common examples of copula deletion in 
CSE are listed below: 
 
(9) I __ damn clever. 
„I am very clever.‟ 
(10) I __ still finding. 
„I am still finding.‟ 
(11) The one __ the wife lah. 
„That lady is his wife.‟ 
(12) Another brother __ in the NS. 
„Another brother is doing his National Service.‟ 
(13) She __ punished. 
„She was punished.‟ 
(14) That __ what they are trying to do. 
„That is what they are trying to do.‟ 
(15) Break time __ in the morning. 
„Break time is in the morning.‟ 
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In the sentences above, we see that the copula can be omitted in CSE sentences in a 
variety of contexts, respectively: before an Adjective, before a verb with the progressive 
–ing, before a Noun phrase, before a locative, in a passive construction, before a clause, 
and before a temporal. If we compare sentences (9) – (15) to their counterparts in StdE 
(5) – (8), one major difference is clear: The presence of the copula is categorical in StdE, 
however, it is variable in some contexts in CSE. This is the main puzzle that we will be 
trying to solve in this paper. 
 
In this section, I have provided only some basic examples of copula deletion in CSE. This 
is meant as a starting point for readers who might not be familiar with CSE to acquaint 
themselves with the phenomenon. In the next chapter, I will provide a much more 
detailed look at the functions of the copula in CSE, as well as specific environments that 
require its presence, or trigger its absence.  
 
1.3 Aims of the Paper 
 
The previous sections were not meant to preface an extensive examination of how the 
term copula is defined in linguistic as well as philosophical literature. They merely serve 
as an introductory discussion of the nature of the copula in StdE and in CSE. This is 
necessary, because even though the copula is considered a universal notion in Language, 
there is considerable typological variation in its behavior
2
. Moreover, we find that 
variation is applicable not only between typologically diverse languages, but also to 
                                                 
2
 For an extensive list of the typological descriptions and differences between the function/behavior of the 
copula in various languages, please refer to Pustet (2003). 
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varieties of a language. These variable properties, or parameters, of the copula are central 
to our understanding of the reasons behind copula deletion in CSE. For example, take the 
„morphological hitching post‟ function of the copula. We have seen this function in 
languages such as English, where tense and agreement features are inflected on the main 
verb of the sentence. However, in languages such as Chinese, where there is no 
expression of tense and agreement features on verbs, the „morphological hitching post‟ 
function of the copula does not exist. Another example of a variable property of the 
copula is that they can take many distinct forms in the same language, with each variant 
licensed in different semantic contexts. English does not belong to this category of 
languages, as the „different forms‟ of the copula (is, am, was, were) are merely inflected 
forms of the base verb form be. A third variable property of the copula is that it can be 
marked for a focus and/or a contrastive reading; this property also has the implication that 
copula deletion is triggered by a variety of grammatical and semantic categories. 
 
The properties of the copula I have listed above are only a selection from the wide range 
of properties the copula displays in languages. They raise several interesting questions 
about copula deletion, which will be discussed in this paper. 
 
(16) Copula Property A 
In any language, the copula can be marked as „strong‟ or „weak‟ with regard to the 
„linking‟ function. To be „strong‟ in this function means that the copula plays an 
important role in connecting the subject to it‟s predicate in a sentence. If it is „weak‟, 
then the copula‟s presence is not categorically required to connect the subject to its 
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predicate. It could also mean that there are other elements that can fulfill this function 
in place of the copula. 
 
(17) Copula Property B 
In any language, the copula can be marked as „strong‟ or „weak‟ with regard to the 
„morphological hitching post‟ function. To be „strong‟ in this function means that the 
copula‟s presence is obligatory for the expression of tense and agreement features. If 
it is „weak‟, it means that there is no need for the morphological expression of such 
features in the language, or that morphological expression of the features does not 
occur all the time. Lastly, a „weak‟ value here could also mean that the features are 
realized on other elements in the sentence other than the verb.  
 
(18) Copula Property C 
In any language, there can be only one form of the copula, or there can be two or 
more variants of the copula. These variants can be morphologically distinct from each 
other, or they can be morphologically similar; however, they must be used in different 
syntactic and semantic environments. 
  
(19) Copula Property D 
In any language, the copula can be marked [+focus], and/or [+contrast]. Otherwise, it 
has a neutral value with respect to focus and contrast. If the copula is marked [+focus] 
and [+contrast], whenever there is a copula construction, there must be a focus 
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interpretation or a contrast interpretation. If the value is neutral, then a focus/contrast 
reading is not the only available reading. 
 
These properties of the copula are universal in the sense that the copula in any language 
in the world can be properly characterized for each property. I will argue for the 
characterization of CSE in the following manner: 
 
- The copula in CSE has a „weak‟ linking function. (Property A) 
- The copula in CSE has a „weak‟ morphological hitching post function. (Property 
B) 
- There is more than one variant of the copula in CSE. (Property C) 
- The copula in CSE has a neutral value with respect to Focus and Contrast. 
(Property D) 
 
This characterization of the CSE copula, along with general markedness principles, will 
allow me to explain its „optional‟ behavior in a variety of environments. 
 
The other general aim of this paper is to show that CSE, contrary to what some scholars – 
some of them native CSE speakers – claim, is not a language with „random‟, „haphazard‟ 
characteristics. CSE, like other varieties of English, has a systematic grammar, with 
falsifiable hypotheses on different aspects of its grammar. However, Copula Deletion 
continues to be an area which defies a systematic and falsifiable explanation. Although 
some work has been done on this phenomenon, they do not extend beyond description of 
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the data, pointing out generalizations in the copula‟s occurrence, the implicationality 
between these tendencies, and the sociological / sociolinguistic factors that influences the 
copula‟s behavior. The latter explanation, using concepts such as „speaker performance‟ 
and „speaker competence‟, seems like a stick to beat everyone with, simply because it can 
also explain any other phenomenon equally well. Other accounts of the CSE copula 
continue to use the label „optional‟ to describe its behavior, which is akin to saying 
nobody knows when and why the copula is deleted, and is a deeply unsatisfying solution 
to any problem.  
 
However, I do not wish to dispute the fact that such analyses can indeed offer a 
satisfactory explanation for CSE grammar. They do set out to answer the questions they 
have posed themselves. I just do not think that they are the only answers to the problem. 
Even if it is true that previous analyses perfectly explain the data, I believe it is still 
worthwhile to present an alternative solution to the puzzle. Besides showing that there 
exists another way of looking at the same problem; it might also be the case that such an 
alternative is superior in other ways. 
 
Furthermore, as I have alluded to in the previous section, it is undeniable that the work 
produced so far on CSE grammar is inherently comparative in nature. This is due to the 
status of CSE as a contact language, and the influence imposed on it by other languages. 
If the only aim of the paper is to explain how CSE differs from StdE, or from Chinese, in 
terms of copula deletion, then we could end up with a myopic view of the big picture. My 
own analysis starts off with comparison to English, and then Chinese; however, I will 
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abstract away from the data and show that CSE copula deletion behaves in a way which 
is predicted by language-independent parameters and principles. That is, we can say that 
CSE and StdE, as well as other languages in the world, patterns themselves based on 
these principles. In doing so, I will not only avoid losing important generalizations, I can 
also prove that CSE grammar is not simply derived from a mix of English and Chinese 
grammar.  
 
1.4 Layout of the paper 
 
The layout of the thesis will be as follows: in Chapter One, I will start off by describing 
the basic facts of copula behavior in StdE. I will then provide a brief description of their 
counterparts in CSE, along with a short literature review of the current state of affairs of 
CSE copula deletion. I will conclude the first chapter with a summary of my approach to 
the problem, and the aims of my paper. 
 
Chapter Two will start with a discussion of the characteristics of CSE itself. I will then 
present and discuss the details of CSE copula deletion. First, I describe the 
generalizations where the copula is not usually deleted, then the generalizations where 
copula deletion tends to occur in CSE. Where applicable, the generalizations are grouped 
categorially, and within-category differences are explained. In this chapter, I introduce 
some generalizations which have not been discussed before in the literature. 
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In Chapter Three, I will be examining the hypothesis that CSE copula deletion is a 
phenomenon attributed to influence from its superstrate (English). I will start with a 
review of Labov‟s very influential paper on copula deletion in Black English Vernacular 
(henceforth, BEV). Labov claims that copula deletion in BEV is related to copula 
contraction in StdE. I will discuss briefly both support and opposition from other scholars 
to his account. Labov‟s analysis is mainly phonological in nature. It also implies that 
copula deletion behavior in varieties / creoles of English can be derived from English 
itself. However, I will show that this account does not work perfectly for CSE, and 
cannot be the only answer to our problem.  
 
In Chapter Four, I turn my attention to apparent similarities between CSE copula deletion 
and their counterparts in Chinese. It has been suggested in many parts of the literature 
that there is significant Chinese substratal influence on CSE copula deletion. Although 
there are many similarities in the two data-sets, I will show how Chinese cannot be the 
single factor responsible for whatever is happening in CSE, simply because of 
interpretive differences brought on by the copula. I argue that the nature of Chinese 
influence on CSE is not necessarily a direct, one-to-one transfer, but is something that 
operates on a more basic level. I discuss three areas of influence: Topic Prominence, 
Focus/Contrast structures and the need for a Morphological Feature Carrier. I also briefly 
discuss Chinese copula-less constructions and their „salvaging devices‟. 
 
In the last chapter, I will summarize the results of my comparison of the CSE 
generalizations with StdE and Chinese data. I argue that the copula‟s behavior in CSE is 
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not the result of simply mimicking either StdE or Chinese on the surface; instead, it is 
determined by the feature strengths of a set of „universal‟ copula functions. Inherent in 
my characterization of the copula‟s functions in language is a refutation of the hypothesis 
that the copula is semantically empty. I also suggest that the copula is simply a feature 
carrier; however, it does not only carry features that we are used to (such as tense, 
number and person), it also carries features such as Affirmation, Negation, Emphasis, 
Focus and Contrast. I argue that copula deletion is not something unique to CSE, nor 
should it always be the inevitable conclusion for language contact varieties. CSE Copula 
Deletion will always be a probabilistic, non-absolute phenomenon because of the conflict 
between influence from the superstrate and the substrate, as well as natural variation in 
the language. 
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CHAPTER 2 CSE Copula Deletion 
 
2.1 Introduction to CSE 
 
In this section, I will give an introduction to CSE
3
: its origins, its defining characteristics, 
and its status as one of the most rapidly-nativising varieties of English. Historically, CSE 
is borne from the language contact situation between its superstrate, English
4
, and its 
substrate languages, Chinese, Chinese dialects (such as Hokkien, Teochew and 
Cantonese), and Bazaar or Baba Malay. There is some debate as to which substrate 
language – Chinese or Malay – is the more significant source or influence for structural 
and functional innovation in CSE. I do not dispute that either of the two languages has 
significant import on CSE; however, for practical reasons of space in this paper, I will 
only be examining the influence of Chinese on CSE. 
 
There have been differing opinions also on how CSE should be treated. Early work 
labeled CSE as a „creoloid‟; a basilect of the Singapore English speech continuum (Platt, 
1975). Later on, two of the main approaches to take centre stage are the Lectal 
Continuum Approach (Platt and Weber, 1980), and the Diglossia Approach (Gupta, 
1994). The Lectal Continuum Approach states that CSE is a non-native variety of English. 
                                                 
3
 Some scholars distinguish between Singapore English and Singlish (what I call CSE), claiming that CSE 
is a more colloquial variety bearing features typical of a creole. I accept this distinction, as copula deletion 
is more apparent in CSE than in Singapore English. 
 
4
 A historically more accurate account would suggest that the lexifier in CSE is likely not to be Standard 
English, but a dialectal variety of English used in the region at the time of formation of early CSE 
Mufwene (1996). However, I will continue to refer to the superstrate in CSE as English, simply for 
brevity‟s sake. 
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CSE speakers can be placed along a cline of proficiency, related to their educational level 
and socio-economic background. In contrast, the Diglossia approach views CSE as a 
native variety of English, and that it has an autonomous grammar. Despite the differences 
in perspective, it became obvious that CSE cannot be a haphazard language with no 
internal, consistent structure or grammatical rules. Since then, several formal studies on 
the grammatical features of CSE were produced; these accounts acknowledge that there is 
a high degree of variation in the way CSE is used and spoken. 
 
CSE is a language that can be mutually understood and thus used widely, within the 
multi-racial Singaporean community. However, it has never been accorded any official 
status. It is therefore difficult to estimate the number of native CSE speakers in Singapore, 
but by all accounts, there should be an entire generation of native CSE speakers by now. 
Gupta (1994) defines a native CSE speaker as „those who have acquired Singlish in the 
home from birth, not subsequent to any other language‟. The native speaker judgments 
used in the course of this thesis shall also follow this definition. 
 
CSE is primarily a spoken language. It is used mostly in informal situations such as with 
friends and family. The use of CSE is a way of showing familiarity, and reducing 
distance between speakers. In mainstream media such as television and newspapers, CSE 
is also used for other purposes, such as humour and comedic effect. The use of CSE in 
media is regulated heavily and distinctly marked out as different from StdE. This is the 
result of the Singapore government‟s view that CSE is a „sub-standard‟ variety of English 
and that its use should not be encouraged in formal situations. 
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Many scholars believe that CSE is currently at a stage where it is still undergoing change, 
and is yet to be stabilised. Although it is true that there is a huge amount of variation in 
CSE phrasal and sentence structure; clear, identifiable patterns, and certain unique 
constructions that are not found in either its superstrate or substrate languages remain. 
For instance, if asked to provide an intuitive description of CSE, a layperson might point 
out some typical features such as: 
 
- Copula Deletion  
(20) The coffee house __ very far. 
„The coffee house is very far away.‟ 
 
- Pro Drop  
(21) Every year, Ø must buy Ø for Chinese New Year.  
„Every year, we (elided subject) must buy something (elided object) for the 
Chinese New Year.‟ 
 
- Lack of tense and agreement features on the Verb 
(22) She eat here yesterday. 
„She ate here yesterday.‟ 
 
- Use of Aspectual markers 
(23) My father pass away already. 
„My father has passed away.‟ 
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- Tag Questions 
(24) She never teach you how to swim, is it? 
„She didn‟t teach you how to swim, did she?‟ 
 
- Passive Constructions 
(25) How many got arrested? 
„How many people were arrested?‟ 
 
- Use of discourse particles 
(26) Mary was the one that did it meh? 
„Was Mary the one who did it?‟ 
 
It should be noted that the occurrence of any one feature is usually concomitant with 
other features in the list above. In fact, it is more likely for a cluster of features to be 
present in a CSE sentence than for only one feature to be present. For instance, omission 
of the copula might seem more „natural‟ with a lack of verbal inflection and the dropping 
of determiners: John is going to the market. vs. John go market. Another way of looking 
at this would be to say that the presence of certain features increases the likelihood of 
occurrence of other features. It is not clear whether this is simply a process of removing 
„unnecessary‟ function words in the sentence (akin to telegraphic speech, and newspaper 
headlines), or if this process has a greater significance in CSE grammar. I will pick up on 
this issue later in the paper. 
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The „non-absolute‟ nature of CSE copula deletion makes it slightly inconvenient for any 
kind of „rule‟ to be made about its behavior. In any CSE sentence where the copula is 
omitted, it should be equally acceptable to restore it. That is to say, there is no situation 
where the copula‟s omission is required for the sentence to be grammatical. If this is so, 
we can only talk about „generalizations‟, or „tendencies‟ of the copula‟s behavior. This is 
only slightly better than saying something is „optional‟, but as far as I can see, it is the 
most practical way of making sense of CSE copula deletion. Here, I will present the 
details of CSE copula deletion in the form of generalizations. I have extracted some 
examples from Ho‟s (1981) paper5, reproduced in Ho & Platt (1993), for convenience. 
They are the more straightforward and uncontentious ones. However, I have repackaged 
them into generalizations, which might or might not be contrary to the aims of her paper, 
and I reserve all responsibility for doing so. A good account of CSE copula deletion will 
have to correctly predict at least a majority of these generalizations. Where applicable, I 
will discuss the way Ho has analyzed her data, and any objections to her analyses. I have 
double-checked the currency/validity of her data-set by running them through my own 
pool of CSE informants; as well as their frequency of occurrence in more recent corpus 
data. A short appendix will be provided at the end of the paper; containing one naturally 
occurring conversation from the ICE-SIN corpus, with all instances of copula deletion 
highlighted by myself. This appendix is meant to give readers a feel of how copula 
deletion works in natural conversation. I will not pay much attention to infrequently used 
                                                 
5
 Ho‟s chapter on the CSE copula is titled „To Be or Not to Be: Variation in Be Occurrence‟. As far as I 
know, her paper contains the most comprehensive coverage of the facts, so far. Her quantitative analysis 
focuses on the implicational scaling of the „syntactic environments‟ where copula deletion occurs, the order 
of acquisition of the null copula, as well as the correspondence between speakers on the implicational 
continuum and their respective socio-economic backgrounds. She claims that there is strong influence from 
one of the substrates, Chinese, on CSE copula deletion. Ho points out the structural similarities between 
some of the examples, but stops just short of offering an explanation for the data. 
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constructions, or those with marginal judgments, as they might not be part of the reality 
in the language ecology of CSE speakers.  
 
In the next section, I will go through the generalisations on CSE copula deletion. 
 
 2.2 Generalizations on CSE Copula Non-Deletion 
 
We will begin by looking at the generalizations where copula deletion does not occur in 
CSE. These generalizations will also have to be explained by my analysis. Note that there 
is not always a one-to-one correspondence between the CSE examples and their StdE 
counterparts here (i.e. where there is a CSE sentence with an undeletable copula, the StdE 
equivalent of the sentence might not even contain a copula). 
 
(27) Generalization 1: The Copula is not deleted in Question Tags. (Question 
Tags) 
He doesn‟t drink anymore, is it? 
„He doesn‟t drink anymore, does he?‟ 
It is not possible for the copula to be deleted when it appears in a question tag in CSE. 
The tag is it is frequently used in such questions. Agreement in terms of number and 




(28) Generalization 2: The Copula is not deleted in Sentence Final Position. 
(Sentence Final Position) 
Yes, he is. 
„Yes, he is.‟ 
When a copula appears at the end of the sentence, or at the end of a clause, it usually does 
not get deleted. For that matter, it is also not possible to contract the copula in this 
position. 
 
(29) Generalization 3: In some cases of Subject Ellipsis, the Copula is not 
deleted. (Subject Ellipsis) 
He thought __ was asked to go, so he go loh. 
„He thought he was asked to go, so he went.‟ 
This is a special case of ellipsis: where the subject of a clause is elided, and the copula 
left untouched. This is only possible when there is something preceding the elided subject, 
such as an adverbial or a Preposition phrase; or if the elided subject is in an embedded 
clause. In other words, if the subject was originally the first word in the sentence, and it 
got elided, the sentence – now fronted by the copula – would be deemed unacceptable. It 
is usually the case that Subject Ellipsis is accompanied by copula deletion, especially in 
the matrix clause. Other kinds of ellipsis in subordinate clauses, involving conditionals 
and comparatives, and VP-ellipsis, may also result in the omission of the copula. 
 
(30a) Generalization 4: The Copula is not deleted when the Subject of the 
sentence follows it. 
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Here is our working place. 
„This is our working place.‟ 
The sentence above was extracted from Ho‟s paper, which she categorises as 
„environments where the subject follows be‟. Ho excludes this, and other similar 
sentences, from her analysis. I take this to imply that the copula cannot be deleted in such 
environments. However, it is not the case that copula deletion is forbidden in all 
sentences where the subject follows the copula. For instance, even the sentence „Here is 
our working place‟ itself is open to copula deletion. If the word „here‟ is regarded in its 
deictic sense (as opposed to the distal „there‟) instead of its presentational sense, copula 
deletion is possible. Also, it is sometimes difficult to establish subjecthood in copula 
constructions of the form „X is Y‟. Take for example the equative sentence pair „Mary is 
Dr. Smith‟ and „Dr. Smith is Mary‟. It is unclear whether „Dr. Smith‟ or „Mary‟ should be 
considered the subject of the sentence. Given the difficulties with the current form of the 
generalization, I will revise it by considering additional examples: 
(30b) Generalization 4 (revised): The Copula is not deleted with Dummy 
Subjects and Demonstratives. (Dummy Subjects and Demonstratives) 
„There is a dog in the garden.‟ 
„It is dumb to do that.‟ 
„That is why we have rules here.‟ 
If we take into account the fact that grammatical sentences where the subject follows the 
copula are actually few and far between, Generalization Four in its unrevised form is 
actually rather restricted in scope. I add three more examples, with the existential „there‟, 
the expletive subject „it‟, and demonstrative „that‟, to the original example with 
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presentational focus „here‟. I broadly classify these constructions as „dummy subject‟ 
constructions for convenience. It is observed that although copula deletion is not licensed 
in these constructions; Contraction is extremely frequent, yielding the forms there’s, it’s, 
that’s and here’s.   
 
(31) Generalization 5: The Copula is not deleted in Embedded wh-clauses. 
(Embedded wh-clauses) 
There is some variation concerning the position of the copula in an embedded wh-clause 
in CSE. This variation is usually the result of a prescriptively „wrong‟ application of 
subject-verb inversion. The basic derivation of a matrix-clause wh-question in StdE 
typically involves the following steps. 
Base form: „Society is like what?‟ 
Movement of wh-element: „What society is like ___?‟ 
 
Subject-verb inversion: „What is society like?‟ 
 
However, in an embedded wh-clause, subject-verb inversion does not occur. Thus, a 
sentence such as „I want to see what is society like‟ is ungrammatical. In CSE, this 
restriction is lost: 
(32) Prescriptively „wrong‟ use of the copula 
I want to see what‟s the society is like. 
„I want to see what society is like.‟ 
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In sentence (32), the copula is expressed twice, once as a contracted form on the wh-word, 
and the second time following the subject society. That is to say, the embedded clause 
„what is the society like‟ is possible in CSE. The non-application of subject-verb 
inversion in an embedded wh-clause is probably a strategy to make it appear like a matrix 
question. This is not something unique to CSE, and can also be seen frequently in StdE. 
For example, instead of saying „I want to know what his name is!‟, speakers sometimes 
use the contracted form „I want to know what‟s his name!‟ Despite the variation in the 
position of the copula, we find that copula deletion is not licensed in an embedded wh-
clause. The CSE sentence „I want to see what society like‟ is ungrammatical.  
(33) Where WH occurs after Copula 
Go and see, hiding behind the car there is who? 
„Why don‟t you see who is there, hiding behind the car?‟ 
In a related construction, such as (33), we find that copula deletion is not possible when 
the wh-element occurs after the copula. We can subsume these instances under 
Generalization Five, which states that copula deletion is not licensed in embedded wh-
clauses. 
 
In passing, I would like to mention certain expressions in English which contain an 
„undeletable‟ copula which do not fit nicely with the above generalizations, namely: 
idioms, and other frozen expressions. In any natural language, it is only natural to expect 
idioms that exist as copula constructions, given the analogical nature of idioms. For 
example, in English, we have „Talk is cheap‟, „Silence is golden‟, „Seeing is believing‟ or 
„The sky is the limit‟. It is impossible to omit the copula in idioms (or indeed, any part of 
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an idiom). There are other English expressions which are said to be „frozen‟ because they 
are so frequently used. They include „be supposed to‟, „that is why‟, „what I mean is‟, 
„the thing is‟, and „it is like‟. The copula cannot be omitted in these expressions; although 
in certain cases contraction is so common that you rarely hear the copula fully 
pronounced, such as „that‟s why‟ and „it‟s like‟.  
 
So far, we have looked at CSE sentences where the copula‟s presence is categorical, and 
proposed some generalizations on their environments and behavior. They are: 
  
Generalization One: Question Tags 
 Generalization Two: Sentence Final Position 
 Generalization Three: Subject Ellipsis 
 Generalization Four: Dummy Subjects and Demonstratives 
 Generalization Five: Embedded wh-clauses 
 
Also, the presence of the copula is categorical when it is used in an auxiliary verbal 
cluster. There are several uses of the copula as an auxiliary in English: 
 
- Progressive Auxiliary 
I was talking to the girl. (StdE) 
I __ talking to the girl. (CSE) 
 
- Passive Auxiliary 
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Her wallet was stolen yesterday. (StdE) 
Her wallet __ stolen yesterday. (CSE) 
 
- Non finite Auxiliary 
She should be home now. (StdE) 
*She should __ home now. (CSE) 
I have to be leaving soon. (StdE) 
*I have to __ leaving soon. (CSE) 
 
We see that the corresponding examples of the progressive and passive auxiliary copula 
environments in CSE permit copula deletion, contrary to StdE. They will be examined in 
the following section instead. This leaves us with the non-finite auxiliary copula. A non-
finite auxiliary copula can never be deleted
6
, in either CSE or StdE. The non-finite 
auxiliary copula is its base form be. Tense is expressed on the modal verb and never on 
the copula; syntactically, this is reflected by the auxiliary copula staying in its underlying 





                                                 
6
 There are exceptions where the non-finite auxiliary copula appears to be deleted in a sentence. For 
example, in the sentence  
 
You should be scared, and Paul should __ too. 
 
However, the deletion process here is part of a more general VP-ellipsis process. That is, the copula is not 
just omitted by itself; it is part of a bigger elided constituent.  
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Rodneyi..  VP 
  V  IP 
  seem ti  I‟ 
    I  VP 
    to V  SC 
     be ti  NP 
        a cat 
„Rodney seems to be a cat‟ 
  
The non-finite auxiliary copula can be inflected for aspect, for example –ing (being) and 
–en (been). We will not be considering the non-finite auxiliary copula in our analysis. We 
will now press on to examine data where copula deletion occurs in CSE.  
 
2.3 Generalizations on CSE Copula Deletion 
 
In Labov‟s seminal work on the contraction and deletion of the copula in Afro-American 
Vernacular English (Labov, 1972), he showed the absence of be in a variety of 
„preceding‟ syntactic environments, such as when the copula precedes an NP, a Predicate 
Adjective, Locative expressions, Negation markers, Verbs with –ing inflection, and 
gon/gonna. Labov also notes the importance of the category of the preceding subject 
(pronoun or some other noun phrase) on deletion in Black English Vernacular. This 
classification of environments was retained in subsequent papers on copula deletion by 
many scholars who reproduced Labov‟s findings in other English-based creoles such as 
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Jamaican Creole (Holm, 1976). Some accounts motivated changes in this classification: 
for instance, Winford (1990) argues that although V-ing and gonna tend to favor copula 
deletion highly, such forms are not true copula contexts in English-based creoles, and are 
thus taken out of consideration. Distinctions in other English varieties and English-based 
creoles made it necessary for further refinements (i.e. splitting up one category into 
many) and/or conflation (i.e. subsuming several categories into a single category) in the 
classification of copula-deletion environments.  
 
Studies in CSE copula deletion typically consider more environments than just Labov‟s 
standard classification, which are based on lexical categories (or sometimes referred to as 
„syntactic environments‟) such as Nouns, Adjectives and Verbs. While lexical categories 
are a good starting point for any analysis dealing with crosslinguistic variation, they are 
never going to provide the full picture. In CSE, it is obvious that copula deletion occurs 
in a wide range of lexical categories; so large that it is impossible to account for 
everything using rules or restrictions that are also based on lexical categories
7
. In my 
analysis, I will not be relying on just lexical categories. I will make use of grammatical 
categories such as Topic and Focus, as well as syntactic factors, to describe the data. 
 
The first major environment in copula deletion I will describe is that of the Noun Phrase. 
Generalization 6: The Copula can be deleted when preceding Noun Phrases. 
(Noun Phrases) 
                                                 
7
 I suggest that it would be more fruitful to think of the „function‟ or the „type‟ of the word rather than its 
lexical class, for example Entity vs. Noun, Event vs. Verb, Property vs. Adjective. This might capture 
important generalizations between categories. However, it remains to be seen if this is a viable alternative 
to analyzing phenomenon such as copula deletion. 
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(34) *Mary __ a doctor. 
(35) *Mary __ the doctor. 
(36) *Mary __ doctor. 
(37) *Mary __ Dr. Smith. 
(38) Today __ Saturday. 
(39) Mary __ the one who made me feel better. 
 
Because there are simply too many different kinds of possible NPs to be found on either 
side of the copula, I restrict my description to (structurally) simple sentences. From (34), 
we see that the copula cannot be omitted when the following NP is indefinite or generic. 
The same is true even when the following NP is definite (35). It is common in CSE to use 
just the bare noun to ambiguously refer to either the indefinite or definite meaning, as in 
(36); and although copula deletion in (36) seems more natural than in (34) or (35), it is 
still deemed ungrammatical. (37) is an Equative sentence, where two definite expressions 
are identified to be the same entity. Copula deletion is not licensed in Equatives. 
Sentences (38) & (39) look similar to sentences (34) – (37), but they have a 
Specificational function rather than an Equative function. That is, what follows the 
missing copula in (38) & (39) is more „important‟ than what precedes it. For instance, in 
(39), the relative clause that follows the missing copula further defines the NP „Mary‟ (c.f. 
(35) and (36)), thus giving the sentence a specificational sense. In a specificational 
sentence, copula deletion is acceptable. In the same way, copula deletion is common in 
standard responses giving place of origin, age and price; for example, „The orange __ two 
dollars‟. However, this is not to say copula deletion is only licensed in these contexts. 
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There are certain „strategies‟ to make sentences such as (34) – (37) grammatical, they 
include: 
- Listing8 
„Mary doctor, Susan nurse, Tom patient.‟ 
- Using deictic reference, such as pointing 
- Addition of adverbials (in particular, negation) 
„Mary not a doctor.‟ 
- Addition of discourse particles 
„Mary the doctor la!‟ 
 
Also, Subject Inversion makes copula deletion possible. If I want to make a question out 
of (34), for example, I need to switch the positions between the subject and the copula, 
producing „Is Mary a doctor?‟. The copula can then be omitted to produce the shorter 
question „Mary a doctor?‟. In fact, the variability of the copula‟s appearance caused by 
Subject Inversion has led some scholars to focus only on declaratives in their analyses of 
copula deletion (Walker, 2000). 
 
Generalization 7: The Copula can be deleted when preceding Adjectives. 
(Adjectives) 
(40) Tom __ clever. 
The behavior of Adjectives in CSE is relatively straightforward regarding copula deletion. 
Generally, all adjectives behave the same way; which is, they license copula deletion. 
                                                 
8
 Ho (1981:69) suggests that the reason for non-insertion of copula in this case might be the inadequate 
mastery of gapping of CSE speakers. 
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Both Ho and Labov list the Adjectival environment as one that admits the highest 
occurrence of copula deletion. Often, the „rate‟ of copula deletion is induced by the 
addition of an intensifier (such as „very‟ or „really‟) or by the addition of adverbials in 
general. 
(41) She __ punished. 
There is also a high rate of null copula in Passive constructions in CSE. This is evident in 
adjectival passives such as (41). However, it is also common in regular passive sentences, 
such as „Mistakes were made by John‟. Alternative ways of forming passives in CSE 
include using words like „get‟ and „kena9‟. Like adjectives, there is a higher probability 
that the copula is deleted in passive constructions, in the presence of intensifiers and 
other adverbials. In particular, the adverbial „already‟, which represents either perfective 
aspect or a change of state, occurs frequently in passive constructions. Here, I include 
passives together with adjectival environments in the same generalization because of 
their similarities in both form and in meaning.  
 
Generalization 8: The Copula can be deleted when preceding Verb-ing. (Verb-
ing) 
(42) Tom __ having lunch now. 
This generalization simply states that there is a high rate of copula deletion when the 
copula precedes a Verb with the –ing inflection, such as (42). The –ing inflection 
typically denotes progressive aspect, but can also have a stative, habitual or iterative 
meaning. There is no particular class of verb which encourages or restricts copula 
                                                 
9
 „Get‟ signifies a kind of possession or receipt of a property upon the subject of the sentence. „Kena‟, 
which is a Malay word, is used only for adversative passive constructions. 
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deletion in such an environment. However, Ho (1993:64) claims that certain kinds of 
verbs constitute environments where the copula is frequently omitted in CSE, including 
verbs of posture „waiting‟, „sleeping‟; activity verbs signaling states „carrying‟, 
„wearing‟; habitual or iterative verbs „working‟, „living‟. I do not find any special status 
accorded to these verbs other than the general observed tendency for the copula to be 
omitted in a V-ing environment. 
 
Generalization 9: The Copula can be deleted when preceding Locatives and 
Temporals. (Locatives and Temporals) 
In environments where an entity or an event is situated in a particular time or space, 
copula deletion is likely to occur. Usually, the specification of location and time is 
encoded in a Prepositional Phrase: 
(43) Tom __ at home. (Locative) 
(44) Breakfast __ in the morning. (Temporal) 
It is sometimes possible for the phrase containing the locative and/or the temporal to be 
properly expressed in CSE without a preposition. For instance, the sentence „Tom __ 
home already‟ is acceptable. There are some locative expressions which cannot occur 
with a preposition, such as „overseas‟ (i.e. „My family __ overseas‟ is acceptable, but 
„My family __ at overseas‟ is not). However, these expressions are infrequently used and 
it can be argued that they function more like an adjective than a locative in this case. The 
use of additional deictic spatial reference in CSE (e.g. „there‟, „that side‟, „that place‟) is 
also common, which encourages copula deletion
10
. I group locative and temporal 
                                                 
10
 However, it is unclear whether this deictic spatial reference is an instance of doubling or the result of 
dislocation: 
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sentences together in the same generalization because they both share the function of 
„positioning‟ an entity or an event; also, they share the selectional restriction of requiring 
a preposition. 
 
Generalization 10: The Copula can be deleted in a wh-question. (wh-words) 
There are several different environments where wh-words in CSE seem to induce copula 
deletion. I categorize them into two categories: Matrix questions, and Complementizers / 
Relative Clauses. It is in the matrix question category that we find the most variation in 
copula deletion. For StdE matrix wh-questions, the wh-element is usually sentence initial, 
and the copula obligatory: 
(45) What is Mary doing? / How are the boys? / Why is John here? / When is dinner? 
This is true of CSE matrix questions as well. However, the copula can be omitted 
following certain wh-words. For instance, copula deletion is acceptable with what and 
where, but not with why and when.  
(46) What __ Mary doing? / Where __ the boys? 
(47) *Why __ John here? / *When __ dinner? 
Additionally, when the main verb of the sentence is the copula, such as in (46) and (47), 
it is possible for the copula to undergo deletion in wh-in-situ questions in CSE. wh-in-situ 
questions are matrix questions where the wh-element is not moved to the front of the 
sentence but remains in its base position. Not all wh-elements can remain in-situ in CSE.  
(48) Mary __ doing what? / The boys __ where? / Dinner __ when? 
                                                                                                                                                 
„Tom __ at the field‟ vs. „Tom __ at the field that side‟ (Doubling) 
„Tom __ there in the room‟ vs. „Tom __ ti in the room therei‟ (Dislocation) 
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Matrix questions like (48) are not the same as echo questions with stress on the wh-word, 
such as „Mary is doing WHAT?‟. However, it must be pointed out that there is a greater 
tendency for the copula to be contracted rather than deleted in CSE. This contraction is 
not restricted by processes like Subject Inversion, as I mentioned in the earlier chapter. 
However, it seems to be governed by phonological rules, as seen by the following 
asymmetry: 
(49) What is he doing? / What‟s he doing? / What __ he doing? 
(50) What are you doing? / ?What‟re you doing? / What __ you doing? 
The full copula, contracted copula and deleted copula forms of the sentence are expressed 
above. It is more awkward to contract „are‟ (which is required because of the 2nd person 
pronoun) on a wh-word that ends with a stop. In such a situation, then, deletion of the 
copula might be more natural. 
The other category comprises of environments where the wh-word is used as the head of 
a relative clause. 
(51) The proposal which __ submitted by the public 
(52) The students who __ sent by the principal 
(53) The boy who __ like Mary one 
The first two examples (51) and (52) can be easily subsumed under the Generalization 
Seven, which deals with passives. Example (53) is an instance of a relative clause headed 
by „who‟, where the copula is sometimes included in CSE. However, it is not the case 
that all relative clauses headed by a wh-word contain a copula.  
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Generalization 11: The Copula can be deleted when following Pronouns 
(Pronouns) 
Both contraction and deletion of the copula is possible with all pronominal forms in CSE. 
It is found that the status of the subject – whether it is a pronoun or some other Noun 
Phrase – is an important factor influencing the possibility of copula deletion (Labov, 
1972; Holm, 1976). Generally, a pronominal subject correlates more highly with both 
contracted and zero forms of the copula than does a full NP subject.  
(54) She/He(‟s) trying to kill her. 
(55) You __ a damn good dancer. 
(56) I‟m relieved. 
Contraction of the copula is almost categorical with the first person pronoun I (56), 
although deletion is still possible (unlike in BEV, where it is not even considered a 
variable context for deletion). For the second person pronoun you (55), as well as third 
person plural pronouns such as we and they, deletion occurs at a higher rate than 
contraction. For third person singular pronouns (54), contraction is at least as probable as 
deletion. One thing to note here is that although Number agreement between the subject 
and the verb is not known to be present in CSE all the time, the Number agreement 
between a pronominal subject and the copula is fairly standard. For example, instances of 
the singular copula is/was occurring with pronouns you, we, they cannot be found easily.  
 
Generalization 12: The Copula can be deleted when preceding Adverbials. 
(Adverbials) 
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There is a strong tendency that modifying a sentence with (most kinds of) adverbials 
would lead to omission of the copula. In fact, the addition of an adverbial in a sentence, 
where originally copula deletion is not licensed, will „salvage‟ the sentence and make it 
grammatical again. For example: 
(57) Mary __ only a doctor. 
Previously, we have seen that a sentence with an indefinite NP following the deleted 
copula, such as (34), is ungrammatical. In (57), the adverb „only‟ is added after the 
omitted copula, giving the interpretation “Mary is only a doctor”, and making the 
sentence acceptable. This tendency is also found in other environments, for example, 
with adjectival, and with verbal elements. Here, I repeat sentences (40) and (42) 
respectively, adding „only‟ after the deleted copula11. 
(58) Tom __ only clever. 
(59) Tom __ only having lunch now. 
While this generalization is observed with many lexical items that would qualify as 
„adverbials‟, it is difficult to characterize them in the same breath. Within this wide-
ranging generalization is a mixed bag of adverbials with many different functions. They 
include intensifiers (really, certainly, definitely, very, so), quantifiers (only, even, all), 
logico-temporal markers (already, now, still, just), and conditionals and subordinate 
clause markers (when, because, if). There is a case for saying that certain important 
generalizations might be lost by grouping all these adverbials together. However, it is 
                                                 
11
 The adverbial is said to come „after‟ the deleted copula in the sentence, because it actually occurs after 
the copula if the copula is present in the sentence. It is in theory possible that the adverbial comes before 
the deleted copula. There are examples of „only‟ occurring before the copula in the corpus and in natural 
speech; for example „He only is a doctor la‟, but they are very infrequently found. The sentences „He is 
only a doctor‟ and „He only is a doctor‟ have very different meanings because of the scope of the adverbial 
„only‟. The corresponding sentence with the deleted copula, „He only a doctor‟, is ambiguous between 
these two interpretations. 
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simply impractical, in terms of space, to consider each adverbial‟s function as having a 
distinct influence on copula deletion. For now, I will only consider the effect of adverbial 
modification in general, on copula deletion. 
 
Generalization 13: The Copula can be deleted when there is a particle in the 
sentence. (Particles) 
There is a strong tendency that the addition of discourse particles to a sentence licenses 
copula deletion in CSE. Discourse particles, also known as „pragmatic particles‟, are 
words that appear at the end of a clause or a sentence. The inventory of discourse 
particles in CSE includes words such as la, leh, meh, hor, which have their origins in the 
Sinitic substrates of CSE; and others such as one and what, which appear to be English 
words, but have a radically different function in CSE than how they are used in English. 
They play a significant role, together with intonation and sentence structure, in 
determining the (pragmatic) function of a sentence. A single discourse particle can be 
compatible with different sentence functions; for instance, la is compatible with 
declaratives and with interrogatives. Regardless of the type of discourse particle or the 
sentence function the discourse particle signifies, it is generally true that the presence of a 
discourse particle corresponds with a higher rate of copula deletion. Just like adverbials, 
the addition of a discourse particle „saves‟ an ungrammatical sentence with a missing 
copula: 
(60) Mary __ doctor la.  
Here, (36) is repeated, but with the particle la added to the end of the sentence. The result 
is that the sentence is no longer ungrammatical. Normally, the presence of absence of the 
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copula in such sentences involving discourse particles does not alter the meaning of the 
sentence greatly. There is a specific discourse particle which presents a slightly different 
situation. The particle one is ambiguous between a marker of emphasis and affirmation 
(61a), and a relative pronoun (Alsagoff and Ho, 1998) / nominaliser (Kang, 1999), such 
as (61b).  
(61) John (is) kick the ball one.  
a. „John kicked the ball.‟  
b. „John is the one who kicked the ball.‟ 
The copula can be easily dropped from a sentence such as (61). However, when it is 
present in the sentence, one seems to function as a relative pronoun, which makes reading 
(61b) more natural; and when the copula is omitted, one functions as a discourse particle, 
marking emphasis on the statement. This is a special scenario where a particle interacts 
with the copula to provide slightly different interpretations.  
Like the previous generalization, although CSE has a lot of different discourse particles 
(and their corresponding pragmatic functions), it is not practical to expect a separate 
analysis of each particle, and thus they will be considered together as a single 
environment affecting copula deletion.  
 
Generalization 14: The Copula can be deleted in Illogical Equatives. (Illogical 
Equatives) 
The term „illogical equative‟ is coined by the author to describe equative sentences where 
the first element of the equative has little apparent logical connection to the second 
element. This type of construction is sometimes analyzed in cognitive linguistics as a 
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metaphorical extension of the denotation of an NP. For example, at a restaurant, a person 
might say this to the waiter who comes with many different orders of food: 
(62) I am the sirloin steak.  
„I am the person who ordered the sirloin steak.‟ 
Or, a secretary might say to her boss: 
(63) Your three o‟clock is here.  
„The person whom you have an appointment with at three o‟clock is here‟. 
An illogical equative results when one or both of the clauses is shortened in some way. In 
(62), the object of the sentence is reduced; while in (63), the subject of the sentence is 
reduced. Naturally, it is also possible for both subject and object to be reduced. Illogical 
equatives are extremely rare in StdE, occurring more frequently in colloquial varieties of 
English. Regardless of its frequency, the copula is crucial to the construction. In CSE, 
however, the copula is not obligatory and often gets deleted in illogical equatives. A 
sentence such as „I __ sirloin steak‟ is acceptable to CSE speakers. Furthermore, copula 
deletion in CSE illogical equatives can be extended across clauses, or even sentences, 
instead of being restricted to simple phrases/clauses in an „X is Y‟ form. The higher 
incidence of ellipsis in CSE, coupled with a greater reliance on contextual information, 
makes this possible. For example, a sentence such as: 
(64) I went to that restaurant, which serves very expensive food. 
can have the following elided, illogical equative form in CSE: 
(65) I go that restaurant is very expensive leh. 
It is common to say something like „That restaurant is very expensive‟ as a reduced 
version of the actual intended meaning „It is very expensive to eat at that restaurant‟, or 
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„That restaurant serves very expensive food‟. If we were to interpret (65) as a literal 
equative, it would result in the reading „For me to travel to that restaurant is very 
expensive‟. Or, we could interpret „that restaurant is very expensive‟ as a reduced relative 
clause of the full form „that restaurant, which is very expensive‟. The final alternative 
would be to analyze (65) as a combination of two separate sentences: „I went to that 
restaurant‟ and „It was very expensive‟. All three ways of looking at (65) have different 
implications for the role of the copula in the sentence. Copula deletion is very common in 
equatives such as (65). 
(66) I go that restaurant __ very expensive leh. 
Both readings of the sentence – travelling to the restaurant is what‟s expensive, or the 
food served at the restaurant is what‟s expensive – are available even after the copula is 
dropped. Sentences such as (66), where clauses and phrases are loosely combined 
(without necessarily making literal sense) and the copula omitted, are commonly found in 
CSE. 
 
Generalization 15: The Copula can be deleted in Small Clauses. (Small Clauses) 
Small Clauses are constructions containing arguments and predicates but no tense. They 
usually serve as the object of the verb in the main clause. In StdE, the copula can be 




(67) Mary considered Jane to be clever. 
                                                 
12
 There is a certain class of verbs known as Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) verbs. They are 
characterized by their capacity to govern, and non-canonically assign structural case to the embedded 
subject position of their small clause / infinitival complement. It is unclear if ECM works exactly the same 
in CSE as it does in StdE. 
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The copula can also be found in other small clauses, like: 
(68) Mary made John be polite. 
In both (67) and (68), the copula can be dropped in the small clause. This leads to slightly 
different meanings. Compared to (67), the sentence „Mary considered Jane clever‟ has a 
more individual-level, or inherent interpretation of the predicate. Compared to (68), 
which can possibly mean „Mary forced John to be polite‟, the sentence „Mary made John 
polite‟ has a less agentive13 interpretation. The behavior of the copula in small clauses, 
and their meaning differences, are present both in StdE and in CSE. Additionally, in CSE, 
there is a tendency to include the copula in small clauses where it should, prescriptively, 
not be included. For example: 
(69) I found the company is a little boring. 
„I found the company a little boring.‟ 
If it is assumed that there is an underlying copula in certain small clauses, then we can 
consider sentences like „I found the company __ a little boring‟ as having the copula 
deleted. However, this is found in only a small number of small clause constructions, and 
does not constitute substantial evidence for such a claim. 
 
In summary, in this section I have presented a number of generalizations where copula 
deletion occurs in CSE. They are: 
 
Generalization 6: Noun Phrases 
                                                 
13
 The agentive interpretation may have something to do with the matrix verb „make‟. In a sentence such as 
„Mary let John be happy‟, there is less agency on Mary‟s part. However, the copula cannot be deleted in 
this case. This agentive interpretation asymmetry is more commonly seen with the copula and the 
progressive, such as in sentence pairs like „John is a nuisance‟ and „John is being a nuisance‟. 
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Generalization 7: Adjectives 
Generalization 8: Verb-ing 
Generalization 9: Locatives and Temporals 
Generalization 10: wh-words 
Generalization 11: Pronouns 
Generalization 12: Adverbials 
Generalization 13: Particles 
Generalization 14: Illogical Equatives 
Generalization 15: Small Clauses 
 
These generalizations cannot be easily characterized as purely syntactic, semantic, 
pragmatic or phonological environments. That is to say, it is unclear whether the 
explanation behind each generalization is purely syntactic, or purely phonological, or 
otherwise. It might be the case that some of these generalizations can be combined into a 
single environment that leads to copula deletion, although there is no present evidence 
that leads us to that conclusion, so far. It is also unclear at this stage which of these 
generalizations, if any, can be attributed to influence from any of the substrates, or the 
superstrate in the language ecology of CSE. What is the exact nature of these 
generalizations? We have been assuming that they are factors that directly trigger, or 
encourage copula deletion. It seems unlikely the co-occurrence of copula deletion with 
these factors is merely a coincidence. Lastly, it is noted that no one single generalization 
ensures that the copula has to be deleted in a specific environment. It is acknowledged 
that there is a great deal of interaction between the different generalizations in naturally 
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occurring speech. For instance, in a sentence like „He __ very stupid la‟, every single 
word in the sentence constitutes a different environment described by the generalizations 
listed above (pronominal subject, adverbial, adjective, discourse particle respectively). It 
would be almost impossible to find naturally occurring speech, or even to construct 
examples, where we can isolate any one generalization to investigate its influence on 
copula deletion. Thus, is it the case that we can only talk about the effect of each 
generalization as incremental on the rate of occurrence of copula deletion in CSE? These 
are all questions to be examined in the rest of the paper. 
 
In the next chapter, I will look at a possible explanation for CSE copula deletion, 
following Labov‟s account for BEV copula deletion as a direct consequence of copula 
contractibility in StdE.  
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CHAPTER 3 Labov’s Copula Deletion Analysis 
 
3.1 Labov’s Analysis of BEV Copula Deletion 
 
In one of the pioneering pieces of work on copula deletion in varieties (or some might say, 
creoles) of English, Labov (1969, 1972) makes the claim that there exists an underlying 
copula in Black English (BEV) which is then deleted in specific environments. This 
specific environment is exactly where the copula tends to be contracted in StdE. Basically, 
there is a one-to-one relationship between deletion of the copula in BEV and contraction 
of the copula in StdE: „wherever StdE can contract (the copula), BEV can delete is and 
are, and vice versa; wherever StdE cannot contract, BEV cannot delete is and are, and 
vice versa.‟ (Labov, 1972:73) Labov assumes that although contraction and deletion are 
related processes, they are also independent processes. He observes that the two 
processes have distinct variable inputs and constraints that reapply to deletion after 
applying to contraction. In other words, there is a distinct BEV system (of rules), which 
acts on the grammar as a whole to modify the rules and generalizations present in StdE 
grammar. 
 
In his quantitative study of the environments where the copula can be deleted in BEV, 
Labov takes into account 6 major „following grammatical categories‟: __ NP, __ PA, __ 
Loc, __ Neg, __ V-ing, __ gon. They represent, respectively: Noun Phrase, Predicate 
Adjective, Locative, Negation, Verb with –ing, and the lexical item gon or gonna. The 
deletion rule operates variably but regularly across a wide range of frequencies. Labov 
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also finds that the „single most important constraint on deletion in BEV, and upon 
contraction in StdE and BEV, is … whether or not the subject is a pronoun or some other 
noun phrase‟ (Labov, 1972:85). However, this statement can be a little misleading. The 
most significant constraint restricting/allowing contraction and deletion of the copula in 
BEV is phonological: whether the preceding element ends with a consonant, or a vowel. 
It is noted in Labov‟s data that there are fewer full copula forms after noun phrases 
ending in vowels than those ending in consonants. For many of the environments 
considered by Labov, a preceding vowel favors contraction, while a preceding consonant 
favors deletion. Since almost all pronouns end with a vowel, it follows that contraction is 
more or less categorical with pronominal subjects in BEV. Furthermore, there is a small 
tendency for deletion or contraction to occur after voiced consonants than voiceless ones. 
Lastly, there are almost no contracted forms after noun phrases ending with sibilants. 
This may be because a large majority of contraction results in final [z], which is also a 
sibilant. 
 
The phonological rules behind BEV copula deletion and contraction also explain why 
certain forms of the copula are usually found in their full forms. Forms of the copula 
other than is and are are rarely deleted in BEV. For example, Labov notes that the first 
person singular form of the copula, am, is rarely deleted. In fact, the contraction of am is 
considered categorical in BEV. This is explained by the presence of phonological 
processes which delete final [z] and [r] in BEV, but not a final nasal [m]. The rule looks 
something like this: 
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(70) Auxiliary Deletion (Labov, 1972:112) 
[+cons]  <Ø> /      *strid       ___  +Vb 
            +cons    ##  -nas ## +Fut 
            +Pro      +cont   -NP 
 
Two other forms of the copula are not usually deletable because of other reasons: Ain’t, 
which is the general negated copula form; and be, which is the base form of the copula, 
are phonologically distinct from is and are as they contain tense vowels, which are not 
reduced to schwa, and subsequently not contracted as well. The past tense forms of the 
copula, was and were, are often found in their full forms because they begin with a 
consonant that is not generally deleted. The other environments in BEV where copula 
deletion usually does NOT occur are listed below: 




- Yes-No questions 
- In clause-final positions, such as elliptical responses, after ellipsis in comparative 
constructions, and in embedded questions. 
 
Thus, it seems that a phonological account of the copula can both correctly predict 
environments in BEV where deletion and contraction take place, and also environments 
where they do not take place. There is a clear relationship between copula deletion in 
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BEV and copula contraction in StdE. It is only natural, then, that we ask the question: 
does a similar relationship exist between CSE and StdE in terms of copula deletion? 
Logically, this option should be available, given that CSE, like BEV, has the same 
superstrate language in StdE and thus shares certain basic phonological rules with StdE. 
CSE then presumably imposes some additional constraints of its own on the system of 
phonological rules, which are responsible for deleting the copula in distinct environments. 
It is clear that BEV is not only typologically very dissimilar to CSE with regards to their 
place(s) of origin and substrate languages; they differ greatly also in the circumstances 
behind the formation, spread and development/evolution of the language. However, it is 
still widely acknowledged that BEV shares several characteristics with English-based 
creoles and emerging varieties of English spoken throughout the world. One of these 
characteristics might be copula deletion. 
 
It turns out that there are many similarities between the environments where copula 
deletion occurs in BEV and the generalizations I described in the previous chapter. 
Labov‟s 6 major following grammatical categories - __ NP, __ PA, __ V-ing, __ Loc, 
and __ Neg (with the exception of gon/gonna, which are not commonly used by CSE 
speakers) are a good match with Generalizations 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12 respectively. Copula 
deletion is also possible in BEV with other factors such as Temporals (Generalization 9), 
Adverbials other than negation (Generalization 12) and Small Clauses (Generalization 
15). CSE copula deletion, like the deletion rule in BEV, operates variably and regularly 
across a wide range of environments and frequencies. There are similarities to be found 
even in the environments where the copula does NOT get deleted. For instance, some of 
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the environments where copula full forms are found in BEV: Tag Questions, Sentence-
Final position, Dummy/Complement Subjects, Embedded Questions, correspond nicely 
with Generalizations 1, 2, 4 and 5 respectively. It is also noted that in both BEV and CSE, 
the copula is obligatory following a modal verb, or when it appears in the infinitive, and 
also when it is used for emphasis. Given all the apparent surface similarities in the 
copula‟s behavior in CSE and BEV, it is reasonable to assume that like BEV, CSE copula 
deletion also has a one-to-one correspondence with StdE contraction. 
 
3.2 The relationship between CSE Deletion and StdE Contraction 
 
In this section, I will set out to examine if there is any validity behind the intuitive but 
simplistic view that CSE copula deletion is related to StdE contraction. There are at least 
3 possible scenarios how the facts present themselves. Firstly, it might be the case that 
CSE behaves exactly like BEV in terms of copula deletion; there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between CSE deletion and StdE contraction. This implies that there is a 
certain fixed pattern of behavior among English-based creoles and new varieties of 
English as far as the copula is concerned. Secondly, it might be the case that CSE has less 
cases of deletion than StdE has of contraction. That is, in some situations where 
contraction is possible in StdE, deletion is not possible in CSE in those same situations. 
This scenario shows that contraction is a necessary but not sufficient condition for 
deletion. There must be some supplementary conditions or principles to Labov‟s theory, 
in order to account for the CSE data. Lastly, CSE might have more cases of deletion than 
StdE has of contraction. That is, in some environments where contraction is not possible 
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in StdE, deletion is possible in CSE in those same environments. This scenario shows that 
contraction is not even a necessary condition for deletion. In this case, Labov‟s theory is 
not enough to explain the CSE facts, and we must turn to another explanation for when 
and why copula deletion occurs in CSE. 
 
Below, I have constructed a table to examine the relationship between copula contraction 
in StdE (left column) and copula deletion in CSE (middle column). If there is a special 
relationship between StdE copula contraction and CSE copula deletion, then a 
grammatical StdE copula-contracted sentence should yield a grammatical CSE copula-
deleted sentence, and vice versa
14
. Whether there is a correspondence or not between the 
two is noted in the final column. 
 
The examples are devised from permutations of different preceding and following 
environments. For brevity‟s sake, the different conditions (environments) are not listed 
for each example. Examples with no clear translation equivalent from StdE to CSE will 
be included as well. Some examples presented in the table were taken from Ho‟s (1981) 
paper. 
 
Table 1 – Correspondence Between StdE Contraction and CSE Deletion 
Standard English Contraction Singapore English Deletion Correspondence? 
I‟m naughty I __ naughty Yes 
                                                 
14
 Granted, there might be other factors contributing towards the grammatical acceptability (or lack of) of 
the CSE sentence counterpart; however, when tested against a variety of environments, the lack of 
correspondence remains apparent. This shows that there is no special/principled relationship between 
copula contraction and deletion. 
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She‟s punished She __ punished Yes 
I‟m finding the book I __ finding the book Yes 
That lady‟s his wife That lady __ his wife Yes 
My brother‟s in NS My brother __ in NS Yes 
Breakfast‟s in the morning Breakfast __ in the morning Yes 
That‟s what they are doing *That __ what they are doing No 
You‟re naughty You __ naughty Yes 
They‟re naughty They __ naughty Yes 
*Some‟re naughty Some __ naughty No 
*All‟re naughty All __ naughty No 
*My friends‟re naughty My friends __ naughty No 
*What I hate‟s going to school early 
*What I hate __ going to 
school early 
Yes 
*What I hate most‟s going to school 
early 
*What I hate most __ going 
to school early 
Yes 
The thing that‟s bothering me 
The thing that __ bothering 
me 
Yes 
?The forms that‟re submitted by the 
police 
The forms that __ submitted 
by the police 
No 
?The thing which‟s bothering me 
The thing which __ 
bothering me 
No 
The person who‟s calling me 
The person who __ calling 
me 
Yes 
*This‟s disgusting *This __ disgusting Yes 
That‟s disgusting *That __ disgusting No 
*These‟re mine *These __ mine Yes 
*Those‟re mine *Those __ mine Yes 
My work place‟s at Orchard Road 
My work place __ at Orchard 
Road 
Yes 
*New things‟re coming up New things __ coming up No 
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*So points‟re already given So points __ already given No 
My father‟s sick My father __ sick Yes 
He doesn‟t drink anymore, does he? 
He don‟t drink anymore, __ 
it? 
NA 
*Yes, he‟s *Yes, he __ Yes 
He thought he‟s asked to continue 
He thought (he) __ asked to 
continue 
Yes 
Mostly it‟s a fixed price Mostly (it) __ fixed price Yes 
Here‟s our working place Here __ our working place Yes 
I want to see what‟s the society like 
I want to see what __ the 
society like 
Yes 
Go see, who‟s there hiding behind the 
car? 
*Go and see, hiding behind 
the car there __ who? 
No 
*Go and see, who __ there 
hiding behind the car? 
She teaches us three subjects – 
English, Literature, and what‟s the 
other one? 
*She teach us three subjects 
– English, Literature, and 
another one __ what ah? 
No 
*She teach us three subjects 
– English, Lit, and what __ 
the other one? 
It‟s boring *It __ boring No 
They‟re, I would say, just above 
average 
They __ , I would say, __ 
just above average 
Yes 
The first one‟s not quite so daring 
The first one __ not quite so 
daring 
Yes 
When we speak Mandarin, speaking‟s 
easy. Writing‟s not so easy 
Like we talk Mandarin ah, 
talk __ easy. Write __ not so 
easy 
Yes 
The money‟s taken away The money __ taken away Yes 
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*The children‟re always confined at 
my in-law‟s house 
The children __ always 
confined at my in-law‟s 
house 
No 
?His house‟s already pulled down 
His house __ pull down 
already 
No 
That‟s what‟s connected *That __ what __ connected No 
*He himself‟s reading He himself __ reading No 
*I‟was really dying I __ really __ dying No 
We‟re waiting for the flight We __ waiting for the flight Yes 
?Some of them‟re wearing caps 
Some of them __ wearing 
caps 
No 
One bowl‟s three dollars One bowl __ three dollars Yes 
Your salary‟s two thousand? 
Your salary __ two 
thousand? 
Yes 
We‟re not a shipbuilding yard We __ not shipbuilding yard Yes 
?The rest‟re all older teachers 
The rest __ all __ older 
teachers 
No 
I‟m only an apprentice I __ apprentice only Yes 
His job‟s really a driver His job __ really __ a driver Yes 
Once the person‟s in jail… Once the person __ in jail Yes 
?Many people‟re there Many people __ there No 
?So even if I‟re to join… So even if I __ join… No 
?If the company‟re to go into the 
red… 
If the company __ go into the 
red… 
No 
?Having long lectures‟s nothing new 
Having long lectures __ 
nothing new 
No 
?Giving them the basic foundations‟s 
important 
Give them the basic 




Obviously, the data presented in the table is not an exhaustive comparison of the 
environments where StdE contraction and CSE deletion occur. However, it is enough for 
us to draw the conclusion that there is no one-to-one correspondence or relationship 
between StdE and CSE on copula behavior. Let us take a closer look at some of the 
examples where the correspondence fails. 
 
There are many reasons why there is a lack of correspondence between contraction in 
StdE and deletion in CSE. Some of these examples can be ruled out by additional 
constraints in the system of the language. Take for instance, the forms that, it and what. 
According to Labov, the forms i’s, tha’s and wha’s are „the result of some low-level 
process of assimilation, which transforms them in such a way to protect them from the 
deletion rule‟ (Labov, 1972:114). This means that in the ordered rule system of BEV, the 
process changing it is to i’s comes before the deletion rule. That copula omission is not 
licensed in an environment with a dummy subject such as that, it and what is also stated 
earlier, in Generalization 4: 
(71) That‟s what they are doing (StdE) / *That __ what they are doing (CSE) 
In this environment, contraction is possible in StdE but deletion is not possible in CSE. 
On the other hand, there are instances where contraction is not possible in StdE but 
deletion is possible in CSE. One such environment comprises of Noun Phrases ending 
with a sibilant, occurring with the singular present tense form of the copula: 
(72) *Having long lectures‟s nothing new. (StdE) / Having long lectures __ nothing 
new. (CSE) 
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*His house‟s already pulled down. (StdE) / His house __ pull down already. 
(CSE) 
*He himself‟s reading the book. (StdE) / He himself __ reading the book. (CSE) 
*The thing which‟s bothering me. (StdE) / The thing which __ bothering me. 
(CSE) 
The copula is contracts into either [s] or [z], depending on whether it is voiced or not. If it 
contracts onto a word ending in [s] or [z] (or even postalveolar, dental, or labiodental 
fricatives), as in (72), the result is that the contraction will become phonologically 
indistinct. Labov notes that in these situations
15
, contraction of the copula is usually 
avoided. Thus, deletion should also be ruled out in these same environments in CSE, 
however, it is not. 
 
Another environment involves the past tense forms of the copula. Was and were begins 
with a consonant, which is usually not deleted in StdE. Thus, they are not available for 
the contraction rule, which is ordered after the initial consonant deletion process. 
(73)  *I‟was really dying. (StdE) / I __ really __ dying. (CSE) 
While the past tense copula cannot be contracted in StdE, it can be deleted in CSE (Two 
gaps are shown in the sentence to reflect the possible positions the copula can occupy). 
This is in contrast to Alsagoff‟s (2001) observation that copula deletion in CSE is 
incompatible with a past time reference without an overt marker of tense or a time 
adverbial. I find that a sentence with an omitted copula can be ambiguous between a 
present time and a past time reading. There is another set of sentences involving were 
                                                 
15
 There is a distinction between contraction of the copula and contraction of the possessive. For example, 
the phrase „Jesus‟s second coming‟ would be acceptable but the sentence „Jesus‟s coming‟ is not. 
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which shows a similar situation. Statements about the conditional future, with the 
subjunctive copula were, are not readily contracted in StdE. For example, in the 
sentences: 
(74) *So even if I‟re to join… (StdE) / So even if I __ join (CSE) 
*If the company‟re to go into the red… (StdE) / If the company __ go into the    
red (CSE) 
*If I‟re a boy… (StdE) / ?If I __ a boy (CSE) 
It is impossible for the subjunctive copula were, just like the past tense forms was and 
were, to be contracted in StdE. However, in some of the corresponding CSE sentences, 
the subjunctive were can be deleted. 
 
Now, we move on to non-correspondence cases of CSE deletion and StdE contraction, 
which are not accounted for by additional constraints or generalizations. They belong 
mostly to the category of ungrammatical StdE contraction sentences with grammatical 
CSE deletion equivalents. Firstly, consider the contraction of the present-tense, plural 
copula are. Contraction of are into [r] in StdE occurs readily with pronouns such as „you‟, 
„they‟ and „we‟, as well as Noun Phrases ending with vowels or open sounds in general. 
However, contraction of are generally does not readily occur with nasal, sibilant and stop 
sounds.  
(75) *Some‟re naughty. (StdE) / Some __ naughty. (CSE) 
   *All‟re naughty. (StdE) / All __ naughty. (CSE) 
   *New things‟re coming up. (StdE) / New things __ coming up. (CSE) 
   *The children‟re always confined at home. (StdE) /  
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     The children __ always confined at home. (CSE) 
*Some of them‟re wearing caps. (StdE) / Some of them __ wearing caps. (CSE) 
*The rest‟re all older teachers. (StdE) / The rest __ all __ older teachers. (CSE) 
*Many people‟re there. (StdE) / Many people __ there. (CSE) 
    *The forms that‟re submitted by the police. (StdE) /  
      The forms that __ submitted by the police. (CSE) 
The omission of are in CSE is almost categorical due to the awkwardness of contraction 
in many of their corresponding StdE environments. This is also the case in BEV, where 
very few full-forms of are survive, due to the many rules and processes that serve to 
reduce its form. Below is an example of how are undergoes contraction in BEV: 
 ## ăr ## weak word rule 
 ## ər ## vowel reduction 
 ## əə ## vocalization of [r] 
 ## ə  ## loss of postvocalic ə 
 ##     ## contraction 
We can see that contraction of are in this case is almost equivalent to deletion, as there is 
nothing left for the deletion rule to apply to. These phonological simplification rules are 
also found in many other varieties and dialects of English. 
 
Lastly, some examples fall in the category where there are structural or lexical 
differences that are unrelated to the correspondence between StdE contraction and CSE 
deletion. These are sentences where the structure and position of the copula itself has 
changed. 
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(76) He doesn‟t drink anymore, does he? (StdE) / *He don‟t drink anymore, __ it? 
(CSE) 
(77) He thought he was asked to continue. (StdE) / He thought (he) __ asked to 
continue. (CSE) 
(78) Go see who‟s there hiding behind the car? (StdE) / *Go and see, hiding behind 
the car there __ who ah? (CSE) 
   She teaches us three subjects – English, Literature, and what‟s the other one? 
(StdE) / She teach us three subject – English, Literature, and another one __ what 
ah? (CSE) 
In (76), we see the strategy of neutralizing tag questions in CSE to a generic „is it‟ tag, 
which requires no gender nor number nor tense agreement. In (77), we see that copula 
deletion is possible in the CSE sentence even though contraction is not possible in its 
StdE counterpart. The deletion of the copula is sometimes accompanied by the omission 
of the subject. In (78), the position of the wh-element in the question has changed in CSE. 
Despite contraction being possible in both StdE questions, copula deletion is not always 
possible in CSE questions. The examples in (76) – (78) suggest that the presence or 
absence of correspondence between StdE contraction and CSE deletion might not be the 
only factor involved in explaining CSE copula deletion. 
 
It turns out that the CSE situation does not reflect the proposed first scenario, but 
encompasses both the second and the third scenario. There are a few environments where 
contraction is possible in StdE, but deletion is not possible in CSE in those same 
situations. However, the majority of non-correspondence cases belong to the scenario 
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where contraction is not possible in StdE, but deletion is possible in CSE in those same 
situations. This suggests to us at least two things: firstly, Labov‟s theory alone is not 
sufficient to explain the entire set of CSE copula deletion data. Secondly, the conditions 
and environments where the copula can be deleted in CSE is not an exact match with that 
of BEV, not to mention the use of the copula in general. CSE is more liberal with regards 
to copula deletion; that is to say, it has more environments where deletion is licensed. 
Whatever environments are applicable to BEV deletion are also applicable to CSE. It is 
clear that these additional environments where deletion is possible in CSE cannot be 
simply explained using a phonological analysis such as Labov‟s. 
 
There are in fact a lot of differences between the use of the copula in BEV and its use in 
CSE. The most obvious difference is the multiple functions of the base copula form be in 
BEV. For instance, invariant be can be used to denote habitual status or action in BEV, as 
well as various emotive aspects (Escure, 2006). This is not present in CSE. The base form 
of the copula is actually very seldom found in CSE, other than in modal and auxiliary 
verbal clusters. If there are so many differences in the use of the copula, we might expect 
just as many differences in the reasons they go missing in a sentence. To stretch this 
argument a bit further, it might be the case that even though it appears that a phonological 
analysis can explain deletion in the same context in both StdE and CSE – for example, 
preceding a Verb+ing – the real underlying reason behind the deletion might be 
something else altogether. We cannot be content with just a phonological account of 
matters, and discount the myriad of possible factors – such as substratal influence, or 
independent evolution/innovation. A phonological account might be handy to discuss, 
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and to compare the deletion environments of English-based creoles (such as BEV) and 
new varieties of English (such as CSE). However, it would miss out on generalizations 
behind copula deletion in typologically diverse languages around the world. Even if we 
do succeed in showing a one-to-one correspondence between StdE contraction and CSE 
deletion, we succeed only in showing that the process of contraction produces a suitable 
output, which then becomes the input that later undergoes a separate deletion process. 
This still leaves us with the question: why does contraction occur in StdE, especially 
since it is regarded also to be an optional process? We might go from questioning the 
reasons why copula deletion takes place in CSE to questioning the reasons behind copula 
contraction in StdE instead. 
 
That being said, there are merits to a phonological analysis of copula deletion, such as the 
one Labov advocates. Copula deletion occurs with a wide range of grammatical 
categories (Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, etc.) and many different constructions, and appears 
to defy a coherent, yet uncluttered explanation based on either semantic or 
syntactic/structural factors. One of the greatest obstacles to a comparative study of copula 
behavior in English-based creoles and contact varieties of English is the lack of a 
consensus on the proper analysis of copula behavior in the first place. There has not been 
much success in uncovering a single, consistent pattern of copula behavior with respect to 
the following grammatical category. A phonological account of deletion would easily 
avoid these problems. Furthermore, a phonological analysis would explain deletion in 
BEV the same way it explains deletion in CSE, thereby reflecting the inherent similarities 
in the two languages with regards to copula deletion. We cannot yet rule out the 
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possibility that a satisfactory phonological account of CSE deletion exists. With the 
proper set of well-motivated rules and an appropriate order to which they apply, it might 
be possible to explain the entire set of CSE deletion facts using a phonological analysis. 
 
It is obvious that although Labov‟s analysis for BEV can plausibly be extended to CSE 
with considerable success, it cannot account for all of CSE copula deletion data. Thus, we 
need to look elsewhere for an alternative solution. In the next chapter, we will discuss the 
long alluded-to similarities between Chinese copula structures and examples of CSE 
copula deletion, to see whether there is indeed any influence from the substrate, and to 
what extent does the influence hold. 
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CHAPTER 4 The Copula in Chinese 
 
4.1 The Copula in Chinese and its similarities to CSE 
 
There has been much literature generated on the discussion of perceived similarities 
between Chinese sentence and phrase structure, and CSE sentence and phrase structure. 
The heavy influence on CSE by Chinese
16
 is not limited to its syntax, but can also be seen 
in its vocabulary and the lexicon, where many words are directly borrowed and retain the 
same functions as they had in Chinese. There are many ways that CSE assimilate Chinese 
words into the language, for instance: 
- A direct transfer or borrowing of a lexical item. The form of the word is retained, 
however there can be a full transfer of the word‟s meaning and denotation (e.g. 
kia meaning „to scare‟ or „to be scared‟), partial transfer (e.g. cheem used in CSE 
meaning „difficult‟, but rarely for its literal meaning „deep‟), or even given a new 
sense/meaning (e.g. chiong originally meaning „rush forward‟, but gaining 
currency as „having fun, partying, and creating havoc‟). 
                                                 
16
 The term „Chinese‟ is used here as a cover-term for the variety of Chinese spoken here in Singapore, as 
well as the many Chinese dialects – Teochew, Hokkien and Cantonese – that are still commonly used by 
Singaporeans. These dialects are mutually unintelligible, but share many similarities in terms of structure. 
In fact, many older-generation Singaporeans use their native dialects more than they do Chinese. It would 
be more realistic to expect a dialect-speaking majority (rather than Chinese) during the formative years of 
CSE. But, more recently, as a result of a combination of the „Speak Mandarin‟ campaign, other government 
initiatives to promote Mandarin (as a common language among different dialect speakers, and as an 
emerging business language), and the natural decline of the use of dialects among the younger Chinese 
generation, it is obvious that Mandarin is gaining new currency in the language ecology of Singapore. 
However, the Mandarin spoken in Singapore has its differences from the standard variety used in other 
Chinese-speaking parts of the world. In this chapter, my examples are in Chinese; since my concern is 
mainly on structural influence, dialectal differences are minimal.  
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- Translations or Transliterations. The word or phrase is translated into its English 
equivalents, but does not make literal sense (e.g. boh beh chao becoming „no 
horse run‟). 
- Independent Innovation. A Chinese word or phrase is combined with English 
morphology to create a novel word (e.g. cheemology meaning „profound‟, from a 
combination of the word cheem and the suffix „–(o)logy‟). 
The most pervasive influence of Chinese on CSE can be seen in the inventory of 
discourse particles in CSE. Most, if not all of the discourse particles used in CSE, such as 
la, loh and the ubiquitous „one‟ (de), have Chinese origins. There is also widespread 
influence from Chinese in terms of the use of adverbs, such as the negative marker. For 
instance, it is possible to insert the negative „don‟t‟ before the verb „go‟ in the CSE 
sentence „You can don‟t go one‟, which is a perfect copy of its Chinese counterpart „你可
以不要去的‟。There are in fact too many examples of Chinese influence on CSE for me 
to coherently describe in this chapter, so I will stop here, and direct the interested reader 
to a list of sources which will be more satisfying – Alsagoff & Ho (1998), Bao (1995, 
2005), Gupta (1992), Lim (2004), Ho & Platt (1993). In this chapter, I will be examining 
if there is any validity behind the hypothesis that CSE copula structures, especially 
sentences with a deleted copula, are a result of Chinese influence, based on their many 
perceived similarities. Ho‟s (1993) paper makes the strongest claim for Chinese influence 
on the occurrence of the copula in various preceding and following environments in CSE, 
so far, while this has also been alluded to in earlier work, such as Platt (1976, 1979). The 
nature of the Chinese copula could not be more different than its CSE counterparts. There 
is only one copula form – shi – which does not express any Number, Tense or Person 
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agreement. I will present the Generalizations made on CSE copula deletion in Chapter 
Two, and compare them with their relevant Chinese counterparts. It is obvious that 
although there are many similarities between several major CSE generalizations and in 
„copula-less‟ Chinese sentences, it will be difficult to substantiate the claim that copula 
deletion in CSE is the result of a direct „transfer‟ from Chinese. The presence or absence 
of the copula leads to a very different structure, and also in the intended meaning of the 
sentence in Chinese. Therefore, the case for significant influence from Chinese on CSE 
copula deletion is diminished. This meaning difference is not found in CSE sentences 
with an omitted copula. However, for substrate influence to have happened there does not 
need to be exact rule copying from Chinese to CSE. We often find constructions in 
contact languages that are similar but not identical to patterns in their substrate languages 
(Boretzky, 1993). I will wrap up this chapter with a short discussion of Chinese copula-
less sentences. 
 
Let us begin with the first generalization of CSE copula deletion. 
 
Generalization 6: Noun Phrases 
It was noted that in CSE, equational sentences such as „Mary __ a / the / Ø doctor‟ and 
„Mary __ Dr. Smith‟ are unacceptable. The Chinese counterparts of these examples turn 
out to be unacceptable as well. 
(79) *Ma li __ (ge) yi sheng. 
     Mary __ CLASS doctor. 
     „Mary is a doctor‟ 
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(80) *Ma li __ shi mi shi yi sheng. 
     Mary __ Dr. Smith. 
     „Mary is Dr. Smith‟ 
When these sentences are negated in CSE, copula deletion is licensed. The sentences 
„Mary __ not a / the / Ø doctor‟ and „Mary __ not Dr. Smith‟ are fine. The same 
sentences with negation are not acceptable in Chinese, however.  
(81) *Ma li bu __ (ge) yi sheng. 
     Mary not __ CLASS doctor. 
    „Mary is not a doctor‟ 
(82) *Ma li bu __ shi mi shi yi sheng. 
     Mary not __ Dr. Smith. 
     „Mary is not Dr. Smith‟ 
The reason for this is probably the word order of the negative marker in relation to the 
copula. Precisely because of the different word order in Chinese and in CSE, the copula 
can be left out, to avoid confusion. In Chinese, a common environment for omitting the 
copula is in informal responses to questions about time, price and other personal details. 
For instance,  
(83) Jing tian __ xing qi liu. 
   Today     __ Saturday. 
   „Today is Saturday‟ 
(84) Wo __ hua ren. 
   I      __ chinese person. 
   „I am Chinese‟ 
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(85) Zhe wan   mian     __ san    kuai qian. 
   This bowl noodles __ three dollars. 
   „This bowl of noodles __ three dollars‟ 
This is also true of CSE. Here, the sentences have the function of providing general 
information by equating one NP to another. The difference between the previous set of 
sentences (79) – (82), and the sentences above (83) – (85), however, is mysterious. 
Furthermore, when a sentence like (79) precedes a subordinate clause, an omitted copula 
appears to be more acceptable. 
(86) Ma li __ yi sheng suo yi ta   bu yong qu. 
   Mary __ doctor    so       she no need go. 
   „Mary is a doctor so she doesn‟t need to go‟ 
A possible explanation is that the NP following the deleted copula in (83) – (86) is meant 
to be informative rather than a strict equative or identificational relationship, like in (79) 
– (82). It was also observed in Generalization 12 and 13, respectively, that the presence 
of adverbs and particles generally increase the likelihood of copula deletion in CSE.  
(87) Ma li __ yi sheng la. 
   Mary __ doctor la. 
   „Mary is a doctor la‟ 
(88) *Ma li zhi   __ xue sheng17. 
                                                 
17
 There are other adverbs that convey roughly the same meaning as the one intended in (88). They are: 
Ma li cai    __ xue sheng. 
Mary only __ student. 
 
?Ma li __ xue sheng er yi. 
Mary   __ student      only. 
The use of cai does not require the copula to be present, contrary to zhi. The use of sentence-final er yi is 
not perfectly acceptable; however, note that the corresponding sentence „Mary student only‟ is acceptable 
in CSE. 
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     Mary only __ student. 
    „Mary is only a student‟ 
While this is true of Chinese NP sentences with particles (87), it is not necessarily the 
case for Chinese NP sentences with adverbs (88). 
 
Generalization 7: Adjectives 
As observed in CSE, copula deletion occurs quite regularly in an adjectival context, 
particularly with the co-occurrence of degree adverbs such as intensifiers. In Chinese, 
adjectival sentences do not normally require a copula. 
(89) Ma li __ ben. 
   Mary __ stupid. 
   „Mary is stupid‟ 
In fact, the addition of a copula in (89) would make the sentence take on a slightly 
different meaning.  
(90) Ma li shi   ben. 
               Ma li COP stupid. 
   „It is true Mary is stupid (contrary to what you believe)‟ 
The most natural reading of a sentence like (90) is that it asserts/focuses the truth of Mary 
being stupid. It is the equivalent of the sentence „Mary IS stupid‟ in English. (90) cannot 
be used as a simple unstressed declarative the way (89) can. Also, (90) can be used in a 
contrastive environment, such as: 
(91) Ma li shi ben,     bu   shi   jiao hua. 
               Mary COP stupid, not COP cunning. 
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   „Mary is stupid, not cunning‟ 
(92) Ma li shi   ben,    Yue han shi   jiao hua. 
   Mary COP stupid, John      COP  cunning. 
   „Mary is stupid, John is cunning‟ 
The copula is inserted in (91) to distinguish the actual attribute that Mary possesses. It is 
inserted in (92) to assert that Mary is stupid, in contrast to John, who is cunning. (92) 
might also be used in a context where there are two people – one stupid and the other 
cunning; the use of the copula then identifies the individual with the correct attribute. 
Thus, we see that the Chinese copula is normally omitted with adjectives, except when 
used for emphasis or for contrast. This is not to say that the CSE copula cannot also be 
used in such constructions. However, there is no significant meaning difference between 
the CSE sentences „Mary is stupid‟ and „Mary __ stupid‟, unlike in Chinese.  
The behavior of adverbs with adjectives in Chinese is similar to that of CSE.  
(93) Ma li __ hen  /  fei chang  / tai ben. 
   Mary __ very / extremely / too stupid. 
   „Mary is very / extremely / too stupid‟ 
An adverb can modify the adjective without the mediation of a copula between the 
subject and the adjective. When the copula is added to (93),  
(94) Ma li shi  hen  /  fei chang  / tai ben. 
   Mary COP very / extremely / too stupid. 
   „Mary is very / extremely / too stupid‟ 
It creates the sort of emphasis/contrast structures that we see in (90) – (92). In some cases, 
the order between the adverb and the copula is reversed.  
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(95) Ma li zhen  / bu   shi ben. 
   Mary really / not COP stupid. 
   „Mary is really / not stupid‟ 
In these sentences (89 – 95), the copula functions only to assert the truth of the 
proposition, as the adverb modifies the copula. It does not fulfill the equative or linking 
function, such as in (94), when it simply links the subject NP to the Adjective Phrase on 
the right. The ability of Chinese adverbs to precede the copula can also be seen in CSE. 
In most cases, the CSE copula-less sentence is ambiguous between the two senses – when 
the copula precedes and when the copula follows the adverb. 
It is also possible for the copula to be deleted in a CSE passive sentence. However, in a 
typical Chinese passive construction, the copula is not involved. Instead, the verbs bei 
and gei are used to denote the passive voice. In CSE, other than the copula, the verbs 
„got‟ and „kena‟ are used in passive sentences. „Kena‟ is only used for adversative 
passives, similar to bei, while „got‟ is neutral and can be used in most contexts. Gei 
corresponds roughly to the English „by-phrase‟, and requires an agent NP responsible for 
the action (in Chinese, the gei phrase precedes the stative verb; while in English, the „by-
phrase‟ comes at the end of the sentence). 
(96) Her wallet __ / is / got / kena stolen. (CSE) 
(97) Ta  de  pi jia   bei / gei   ren      tou   le. 
   Her de wallet got / give person steal PART. 
   „Her wallet was stolen (by somebody)‟ 
When the copula is inserted in a Chinese passive sentence, it has two possible functions: 
to assert the truth of the proposition, or to contrast a certain part of the sentence. 
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(98) Ta  de  pi jia  shi   bei / gei   ren      tou   le. 
   Her de wallet COP got / give person steal PART. 
   „Her wallet was stolen (she didn‟t lose it)‟ 
It is possible to also use the copula this way in CSE, but only with „kena‟, and not „get‟. 
(99) Her wallet is kena stolen one, not she lost it. (CSE) 
As such, there seems to be little influence from Chinese on CSE passive sentences, in 
terms of copula deletion. 
 
Generalization 8: Verb-ing 
There is no inflection system, verbal or otherwise, in Chinese. Thus, there is no direct 
influence from Chinese on copula deletion in CSE Verb-ing environments. While there is 
no clear way of expressing the progressive –ing in Chinese, such as in the English 
sentence „I am going to school‟; there are two aspect markers zai and zhe that express the 
durative –ing, such as in the English „I am sleeping‟. 
(100) Wo zai shui jiao. 
   I     am sleeping. 
  „I am sleeping‟ 
(101) Wo zai  fang   li         shui  zhe. 
   I     is-at room inside sleep ASP. 
   „I am sleeping in my room‟ 
Ho (1993:65) claims that these aspect markers are used in the following types of verbs: 
„A. Activity verbs, B. verbs of Posture, and C. activity verbs signaling states associated 
with their activity meanings‟ (Li and Thompson, 1981:217). She then suggests that the 
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influence of Chinese is evident precisely because in the 3 environments where zai and zhe 
is used, copula deletion occurs in CSE. Furthermore, she claims that an example such as 
(101) shows „the copula is absent and since zhe is in the immediate environment 
following the verb in Chinese, this may have an influence on the addition of –ing to the 
verb in CSE‟. I do not agree fully with both of her claims. Firstly, copula deletion in the 
CSE V-ing environment does not favor or disfavor any special class or category of verbs. 
Here, Ho merely points out the kinds of verbs that are commonly found in corpus data 
and in everyday use. Secondly, the argument that since the copula is absent and zhe 
follows the verb in Chinese, it might have influenced the addition of –ing to the verb in 
CSE is untenable, because the Chinese sentence in question has a different intended 
meaning with or without the copula. 
(102) Wo shi   zai fang  li        shui  zhe. 
   I      COP at  room inside sleep ASP. 
  „I am sleeping in my room‟  
Again, the presence of the copula serves to assert the truth of the proposition, or to 
contrastively focus on either one of the three possible parts of the proposition – the agent 
(„me‟ or someone else), the act (sleeping, or some other action), and the location („my 
room‟ or someplace else). 
 
Generalization 9: Locatives and Temporals 
Like in the previous generalization, the verb zai „replaces‟ the copula in typical Chinese 
sentences with locatives and temporals; here, it is said to function as a full verb.  
(103) Tang mu zai jia. 
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   Tom        at  home. 
   „Tom is (at) home‟ 
(104) Guo     qing        ri    zai ba     yue     ba     hao. 
   Nation celebrate day at  eight month eight day. 
   „National Day is on August 8th‟ 
The CSE locative/temporal expression usually contains a preposition, but as pointed out 
earlier, the preposition can also be omitted. In Chinese, there are no prepositions in a 
locative/temporal expression. The verb zai is believed to encompass both the copula and 
the preposition (zai = „be (at)‟). Ho (1993:68) claims that „the influence of zai may be a 
reason for the omission of be in locative environments in CSE.‟ However, she does not 
explicitly state the nature of this influence. I cannot see a straightforward connection 
between Chinese zai and the CSE copula. A possible analysis of zai is that it also 
functions as the locative copula (there are languages that have a separate copula for 
location). The crucial difference between CSE and Chinese in locative/temporal 
expressions is that while CSE sentences can function without a verb (when the copula is 
deleted), Chinese sentences cannot function without zai. Furthermore, it is possible to 
insert the copula before zai in Chinese.  
(105) Tang mu shi  zai jia. 
   Tom        COP at home. 
   „Tom is at home‟ 
The copula asserts the truth of Tom being at home, or contrasts the statement with 
another state of affairs.  
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It was stated earlier that the presence of adverbials somehow „encourages‟ copula 
deletion in CSE. For instance,  
(106) Tang mu chang zai ba sha. 
   Tom        often  at   market. 
   „Tom is often/always at the market‟ 
In Chinese, adverbials precede the verb zai, and their presence does not ever lead to the 
omission of zai in a locative/temporal expression. 
 
Generalization 10: wh-words 
Copula deletion is possible with certain CSE matrix wh-questions, occurring in questions 
with the wh-element raised to the front, and in questions with the wh-element in-situ. wh-
in-situ behavior in CSE has typically been attributed to the influence of Chinese. 
However, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the behavior of the copula in 
CSE and Chinese questions. Let us look at some examples. 
(107) Shen me shi  yu yan     xue? 
   What      COP language study? 
   „What is Linguistics?‟    What 
   Yu yan     xue    shi  shen me? 
   Language study COP what? 
   „Linguistics is what?‟ (CSE) 
(108) Wei shen me shi  wo? 
   Why              COP me? 
   „Why is it me?‟     Why 
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(109) Yue han shi  shei? 
   John       COP who? 
   „John is who?‟     Who 
   Shei shi   yue han? 
   Who COP John? 
   „Who is John?‟ 
(110) Ji shi (shi) guo     qing         ri? 
  When  COP nation celebrate day? 
  „When (is) National Day?‟     When 
   Guo     qing        ri     (shi) ji shi? 
         Nation celebrate day (COP) when? 
         „National Day (is) when?‟ (CSE) 
(111) Hai zi     zai na li? 
   Children at  where? 
   „Where are the children?‟    Where 
Here, we only look at examples where there is a match in terms of the position of the wh-
element in Chinese and CSE questions. There is no straightforward pattern: In a what-
question such as (107), the copula cannot be deleted, whether the wh-element is sentence 
initial or in-situ. The copula cannot be deleted in why-questions such as (108) and who-
questions such as (109). In when-questions (110), the copula is deletable in both CSE and 
Chinese. Chinese where-questions (111) are usually not formed with a copula; again the 
zai verb is more likely to appear. In summary, although there are some similarities 
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between CSE and Chinese wh-questions, they do not form a coherent pattern which could 
constitute a claim for influence from one language to the other on copula deletion. 
Next, we look at wh-words in relative clauses. The CSE relative clause has a head noun + 
relative clause structure, such as „The proposal which was submitted by the public‟; 
while the Chinese relative clause has a relative clause + head noun structure, for example 
„The public submit de proposal‟. There is no copula present in the Chinese relative clause. 
Thus, it is unlikely that copula deletion following the wh-element in CSE relative clauses 
is a result of Chinese influence. Deletion in this environment is probably part of a general 
simplification process which reduces a full relative clause to a shorter passive (The 
proposal which was submitted by the public  The proposal submitted by the public).  
 
Generalization 11: Pronouns 
Like CSE, deletion of the copula is possible with all pronominal forms in Chinese. There 
is no particular Chinese pronominal that differs from the other pronominals in terms of a 
higher or a lower rate of deletion. 
 
Generalization 12: Adverbials 
A general observation in CSE is that whenever the sentence contains an adverb, copula 
deletion seems more likely to occur. This observation cannot be precisely explained, 
because of the variety of adverbial elements that is found in CSE, and the whole range of 
their functions. In Chinese, a slightly different situation is found: sentences already with a 
copula tend to undergo deletion with the addition of an adverb; there are a number of 
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adverbs that do not naturally occur with a copula, and lastly there are adverbs that require 
the presence of a copula. For example, 
(112) Ma li di que      / dang ran / zhen   shi   ben. 
   Mary definitely / certainly / really COP stupid. 
   „Mary definitely / certainly / really is stupid‟  
(113) Ma li shi  hen   / fei chang   / tai  ben. 
   Mary COP very  / extremely / too stupid. 
  „Mary is very / extremely / too stupid‟ 
(114) Ma li zhi    / ye   / hai   / xian zai shi  xue sheng. 
   Mary only / also / still / now       COP student. 
   „Mary is only / also / still / now a student‟ 
(115) Ma li yijing   shi   xue sheng. 
   Mary already COP student. 
   „Mary is already a student‟ 
(116) Ta men quan shi  xue sheng. 
   They     all     COP student. 
   „They are all students‟ 
In (112), the adverbs definitely, certainly and really appear to the left of the copula when 
they function to stress the truth of the proposition. The copula can be deleted with no 
significant change in meaning. This is in contrast with the same adverbs in CSE, which 
can appear either on the left or the right of the copula, and has a slightly different 
meaning depending on where it occurs. 
(117) Ma li zhen shi  ben     / Ma li shi  zhen ben. 
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   Mary real  COP stupid / Mary COP real  stupid. 
   „Mary really is stupid‟ / „Mary is really stupid‟  
In CSE, when the adverb „really‟ scopes over the entire VP (including the copula), the 
statement is concerned with establishing the truth of whether Mary has the property of 
being dumb; when it scopes over only the adjective, it emphasizes the extent of her 
dumbness. When the copula is deleted, the statement is ambiguous between the two 
interpretations. 
The intensifiers extremely, very and too do not naturally occur with the copula in Chinese 
(113). In CSE, „extremely‟ and „very‟ can only follow the copula, not precede it. 
The adverbs in (114) require the presence of a copula in Chinese, and can only precede 
the copula. Their counterparts in CSE do not require the presence of a copula, and 
although they follow the copula in the sentence, a number of them can appear preceding 
the copula. The same is true of (115) and (116), although there is a significant meaning 
difference depending on the position of the adverb in CSE. 
The actual possible positions of the adverbs in CSE are crucial in our discussion of 
adverbial modification and copula deletion. Because of the significant variation in the 
positions of adverbs between CSE and Chinese, copula deletion may be a strategy in 
eliminating the confusion and ambiguity for CSE speakers when they need to use adverbs 
in a sentence. Where the use of an adverb in relation to the copula is considered 
prescriptively wrong in StdE, it is usually permitted in CSE (e.g. „Mary only is a 
student‟). This is also attributed to influence from Chinese. 
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Here, I only consider the data with adjectives and nominals: although other patterns 
emerge with other categories such as verbs, the general trend holds true. In cases where 
the copula is obligatory either in Chinese or in StdE, it becomes deletable in CSE. 
 
Generalization 14: Illogical Equatives 
Like in CSE, illogical equative constructions can be found in Chinese. They are usually 
not felicitous if an appropriate background or context is not established. There is no 
restriction on the type of phrase that can appear on either side of an illogical equative, 
although the Noun Phrase is the most common, given the „X is Y‟ nature of a copula 
construction. A typical instance of an illogical equative is when there is a contrast to be 
made: 
To the question: „Which country did the two of you do your Student Exchange 
Programme at?‟ 
(118) Wo shi  mei guo,  ta shi   ying guo. 
   I     COP America, he COP England. 
(Literally: „I am America, He is England‟)   
(Intended: „For me, I did it in America; for him, he did it in England‟) 
Minimally, there is an elided verb in each part of the response (I COP go America). 
Needless to say, ellipsis is a crucial part of forming an illogical equative. Another typical 
instance of an illogical equative involves Topic prominence: 
(119) I go that restaurant very expensive ah. (CSE) 
In (119), the Topic is the Noun Phrase „the restaurant‟, and the Comment is the Adjective 
Phrase „very expensive‟. The topic „sets up the framework for the interpretation of the 
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comment, and functions to restrict the applicability of the main predication to a certain 
restricted domain‟ (Bao & Lye, 2005). Because illogical equatives cannot be understood 
literally, the Topic of the sentence is instrumental in setting up how the rest of the 
sentence should be interpreted. It has been long observed in the literature that CSE is also 
a Topic-prominent language, due to the substratal influence of Chinese (Bao & Lye, 
2005). The transference of Chinese‟s topic-prominent nature to CSE makes the copula in 
an illogical equative sentence such as (65) redundant, and thus easily deletable. To put it 
more bluntly, the CSE illogical equative is tending towards a typical Chinese topic-
comment structure, which is usually devoid of a copula. 
 
Generalization 15: Small Clauses 
Chinese small clauses that select for an Adjective Phrase have very similar word order as 
those in CSE. Corresponding to the CSE sentence „Mary consider [Jane very clever]‟, the 
Chinese construction goes: 
(120) Ma li renwei   Zhen hen   cong ming. 
   Mary consider Jane  very clever. 
   „Mary considers Jane very clever‟ 
The copula can also be included in both the CSE and Chinese small clauses; however, 
they do not lead to the same interpretation. 
(121) Ma li renwei   Zhen shi  hen   cong ming. 
   Mary consider Jane  COP very clever. 
   „Mary considers Jane very clever‟ 
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The meaning of (121) does not correspond exactly to the CSE sentence „Mary consider 
[Jane to be very clever]‟. The sentence asserts the fact that Mary considers Jane to be 
very clever, contrary to what the speaker believes Mary thinks. In another slightly 
different small clause that selects for an Adjective Phrase, only the bare copula form be 
appears in CSE, while the copula is prohibited in Chinese: 
(122) Ma li rang Zhen kai xing yi hui-er. 
   Mary let    Jane   happy    one moment. 
   „Mary let Jane be happy for a while‟ 
It is perhaps in this construction where we can see some influence from Chinese. While 
the copula is inserted in (122) to make the adjective „happy‟ predicative of Jane, this is 
not necessary in its Chinese counterpart. Adjectives are regarded as stative verbs in 
Chinese and require no predication. Because of this difference in the need for predication, 
CSE speakers often produce small clauses such as (122) with the copula deleted: 
(123) I let you happy for a while la! (CSE) 
The reverse is true with small clauses that select for a Noun Phrase. In Chinese, the 
copula is obligatory in a sentence such as: 
(124) Wo renwei   yue han shi (ge)         tian cai. 
   I     consider John      COP (CLASS) genius. 
   „I consider John a genius‟ 
The corresponding CSE sentence does not necessarily contain a copula (although it is 
prohibited for a copula to appear in the small clause in StdE). Again, because of the 
influence of Chinese in this context, CSE speakers often include the copula in a sentence 
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like (124). In summary, small clauses in CSE reflects influence from Chinese in some but 
not all contexts. 
 
In this section, we have seen that in terms of the position of the copula, and whether it 
actually appears in the Chinese equivalent of a CSE sentence, there are certain 
similarities as well as differences between CSE and Chinese. The question that needs to 
be asked now is: how can we make sense of the data provided so far? How exactly can 
we characterize the influence of Chinese on CSE copula deletion, if there is any in the 
first place? There are a number of ways we can think about this. If we take the 
comparison between Chinese and CSE copula structures at face value, the „perfect‟ and 
most straightforward scenario would be a situation where: in all the cases of CSE copula 
deletion, there is a Chinese equivalent containing the copula, which then undergoes 
deletion. That is to say, there is a one-to-one correspondence between Chinese sentences 
which originally contains a copula and then deletes it, and CSE sentences which 
originally contains a copula and then deletes it. However, we only see this happening in a 
small number of environments, for instance with Noun Phrases and Adjective Phrases. 
This cannot be the reality of Chinese influence. 
 
Another approach would be to consider the environments where the copula does not 
appear in Chinese, but appears in CSE. One can argue that since the copula is not present 
in Chinese in the first place, this provides a template which can be directly transferred to 
CSE, resulting in the copula being deleted in the equivalent CSE environment. However, 
this is an argument based on analogy and has to be motivated in other ways. This is akin 
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to saying that a CSE speaker is thinking in terms of Chinese structure and word order, but 
actually producing English words in place of Chinese ones. This „transliteration‟ or 
imitation phenomenon is widely attested in many parts of the literature, and is usually 
associated with speakers from a more „Chinese‟ background, or basilectal speakers 
belonging to a certain social class. Beyond the intuitive „imitation‟ account, there is no 
other explanation offered so far as to why, when, and more importantly how, this process 
takes place. This „word-for-word‟ copying process is not the same as systemic transfer of 
the substrate, for it does not consistently apply over different semantic or structural 
contexts. 
 
On the other hand, it is also possible to argue that: precisely because the copula is not 
present in Chinese in these environments, there is nothing to be deleted; hence it could 
not have influenced CSE in terms of copula deletion. Arbitrarily, I have chosen this 
stance when describing the facts in this section. Theoretically, however, this should not 
be a limiting factor in the analysis. Just because something lacks an overt representation 
in the sentence does not mean it does not have any influence on sentence structure. I shall 
leave this argument as it is and not pursue it any further here. 
 
Lastly, we noted in this section that there is a great deal of variation in the position of the 
copula with relation to the rest of the sentence. This is particularly so for adverbs that can 
either modify the NP/AP/VP that follows the copula, or the copula itself. For example, 
the CSE sentences „He only is a student‟ and „He is only a student‟ have slightly different 
meanings. The former sentence looks like it has adopted the Chinese „adverb + copula‟ 
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word order, which is the only possible order in Chinese. The latter sentence is the only 
possible order in StdE. This basic difference in order may lead to some confusion in the 
CSE speaker‟s use of such structures. A logical result might be the dropping of the copula 
altogether to avoid the confusion. The copula-deleted sentence „He only a student‟ should 
theoretically be ambiguous between the two readings, but naturally the more dominant 
reading (the one that requires less context for interpretation) will be the intended meaning. 
Thus, it might very well be the case that the disjunctive copula structures of StdE and 
Chinese have led to the „disambiguated‟ copula-deleted structure in CSE. 
 
These are some possibilities in thinking about the ways a face-value comparison of 
Chinese and CSE copula structure would have any influence on the process of copula 
deletion in CSE. In the next section, I discuss some semantic and syntactic functions of 
the copula and how they might have been influenced by Chinese. 
 
4.2 The Nature of Chinese Influence on CSE Copula Deletion 
 
At the beginning of the paper, I discussed some of the basic functions and properties of 
the copula in natural language. Any number of these properties hold true in the copula 
when it appears in a language. They are: 
- Copula Property A: to link arguments or parts of the sentence together 
- Copula Property B: to take on morphological features such as tense, person, 
number, aspect, etc. 
- Copula Property C: variants of the copula exist to fulfill specific functions 
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- Copula Property D: to create Focus and Contrast structures 
It is not unreasonable to assume that when a copula appears in a sentence, it is present to 
fulfill at least one of the following functions. Likewise, when a copula is deleted from a 
sentence, or if it is not present in the first place, we can assume that either it does not 
have to fulfill any number of these functions (anymore), or that the functions are satisfied 
by some other element in the sentence. In this section, I argue that the cases where the 
CSE copula is deleted are exactly the cases where copula properties A, B and D are either 
diminished or not present. I also argue that the reason behind the changes in copula 
properties A, B and D in CSE is direct influence from its substrate, Chinese. 
 
4.2.1 Topic Prominence 
 
In the section on Illogical Equatives of this chapter, we looked at how the typology of 
Chinese as a Topic Prominent language has affected the function, and therefore the 
appearance of the copula in CSE. The Topic construction can be represented by the 
following schematic, following Xu and Langendeon (1985): 
 S‟  TOPIC S 
Here, TOPIC is a syntactic position which contains „privileged‟ information; that is, the 
TOPIC sets up what is being talked about in the rest of the sentence. In terms of 
information structure, the TOPIC represents „given‟ or „old‟ information (information 
which is already established by the speaker or in the context). What follows the TOPIC is 
defined as „new‟ information (information that provides specific detail about the TOPIC) 
(Chao, 1968). In Chinese, the TOPIC is usually bare, meaning it is not marked by anything 
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else other than virtue of being in the TOPIC position. It is also not related by movement or 
derivation to the rest of the sentence. That is, it is not the result of topicalisation or 
fronting operations that move a constituent from within the sentence to a sentence-initial 
position, leaving behind a gap. It is similar to an operation such as left-dislocation (e.g. 
„The man next doori, I think hisi car was stolen‟ as derived from „I think the man next 
door‟s car was stolen‟). An established Topic narrows the range of what the rest of the 
sentence (Comment) is about. Thus, there is already an inherent „link‟, or some kind of 
semantic relationship between the Topic and the Comment in a sentence. If we assume 
that the copula generally functions as a link between the different parts of a sentence 
(Copula Property A), then the following conclusion is probable: since there is already a 
semantic link between the Topic and the Comment, then the copula (which also provides 
a linking function) would be redundant. 
 Copula Behavior in Topic-Comment Sentences 
The copula’s linking function is redundant in a Topic-Comment structure found in 
Topic-Prominent languages. 
Before making such a claim, however, we need to ask ourselves what exactly is the 
nature of the link between the Topic and the Comment in a typical Chinese Topic 
construction? Also, what is the nature of the linking function that the copula provides? 
Only when we can satisfy ourselves that these two things are the same, can we say that 
the copula can be unnecessary in a Topic-Comment structure. We only need to take a 
cursory glance at the extensive literature on the copula – linguistic, philosophical, or 
otherwise – to appreciate the many different accounts of its functions in natural language. 
- Predicative  
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o Predicate Nominal 
 George is the King of England. 
o Predicate Adjective 
 Mary is stupid. 
- Identificational  
o Mary is Dr. Smith. 
- Equative  
o Acht is eight. (Tang, 2001) 
- Existential  
o I think, therefore I am. 
- Locative  
o Mary is (at) home. 
- Specificational  
o What I want is the blue car. 
These are just some terms used to describe the different functions of the copula. There is 
a great deal of functional overlap in the above categories, while some of the terms are 
even used interchangeably. This is not exactly surprising given the wide range of 
functions the copula fulfills; however, it does make a precise description of the copula‟s 
linking operation elusive. There is, however, a sense of „connectedness‟ in certain 
functions of the copula. For instance, in a Specificational copula sentence such as „John 
and Mary‟s only friends are each other‟ (Gueron, 2003:145), the anaphor „each other‟ is 
bound by the antecedent „John and Mary‟ on the other side of the copula. In an 
Identificational copula sentence such as „Mary is Dr. Smith‟, there is also co-reference 
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between the two entities. Binding and co-reference seem like two robust and well-defined 
ways to define the relationship brokered by the copula; however, they do not explain all 
the functions of the copula. Obviously, we are not talking about a syntactic or structural 
relationship here, but a far more basic kind of link.  
 
It turns out that the nature of the link between Topic and Comment in Chinese is equally 
hard to characterize. Let us consider some examples of Chinese Topic structures below 
(Bao and Lye, 2005): 
(125) Shui guo, wo xi huan li. 
   Fruits,      I     like       pears. 
   „As for fruits, I like pears‟ 
(126) Zhe  jian     fang zi wu ding hen  bie zhi. 
   This CLASS house   roof       very unique. 
   „This house, the roof is unique‟ 
(127) Zhangsan che huai     le. 
   Zhangsan car  broken ASP. 
   „Zhangsan, his car broke down‟ 
(128) Renjia shi   feng nian. (Chao, 1968:71) 
   Others COP bumper year. 
   „As for those people, they have had a bumper year‟ 
The sentences above show several different semantic relationships between the Topic and 
the Comment. In (125), there is a taxonomic relationship (a pear is a kind of fruit); in 
(126), there is a part-whole relationship (the roof is part of the house); in (126), there is a 
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relationship of possession (the car belongs to Zhangsan); while (127) has been described 
as „some other loose relation‟. Typically, no copula would appear in Chinese sentences 
such as (125) – (127), unless it is inserted for emphasis. More tellingly, in a sentence 
described as having a „loose relation‟, the copula is needed to link the Topic to the rest of 
the sentence. It seems like there is no precise description of the relationship or the link 
between the Topic and the Comment in a Chinese Topic construction.  
 
In summary, we find that both the descriptions of the copula‟s linking function, and the 
link between Topic and Comment in Chinese, cannot extend further than the general. The 
claim that the copula is unnecessary in Topic-Comment sentences, because the linking 
function the copula is supposed to fulfill is already satisfied in the structure, must be 
justified by a one-to-one correspondence between the two linking functions. Since we 
cannot precisely characterize the linking functions, the claim becomes weaker. We can 
adjust our claim in the following way: 
  
Copula Behavior in Topic-Comment Sentences 
The copula has a tendency to be dropped in a Topic-Comment structure found in 
Topic-Prominent languages. 
 
It is commonly observed that CSE should also be typologically classified as a Topic 
Prominent language. This is contrary to the classification of its superstrate (StdE). It has 
been argued convincingly in the literature that the Topic Prominence status of CSE is 
attributable to Chinese influence (Bao, 2001; Bao and Lye, 2005). The two main pieces 
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of evidence cited in Bao & Lye (2005) are: that „all major phrasal types can function in 
Singapore English‟, and that „Singapore English topic structure include Chinese-style 
topics, where the comment lacks a pronominal form‟. The clearest piece of evidence that 
CSE Topic sentences are more similar to that of Chinese than of StdE, is that the Topics 
in CSE are typically bare, like in Chinese. In StdE, the Topic is introduced by 
constructions such as „As for X…’. If the claim that CSE is a Topic-Prominent language is 
true, then it follows that in CSE Topic-Comment structures, the copula has a tendency to 
be deleted, following the argument laid out above.  
 
Given this explanation, there is something counterintuitive about citing Topic 
Prominence and the presence of an inherent link between the Topic and the Comment as 
a reason for copula deletion in an environment such as Illogical Equatives. By definition, 
the two parts of an illogical equative make no (literal) sense when combined. This 
implies that there is little or no link between the two constituents, which is the exact 
opposite of our explanation in the first place. Our explanation hinges on the assumption 
that there is an inherent link between the Topic and the Comment. Typically, the Topic is 
thought to reduce or narrow the domain of what the Comment can talk about. Chafe 
(1976) suggests that the Topic sets the spatial, temporal or personal framework for the 
following assertion. However, I propose another way of looking at this construction. We 
can think of the Topic of being an „anchor‟ in a Topic-Comment structure. This gives free 
rein to the Comment‟s content, which can be about anything, even if it is out of the 
Topic‟s domain. Whatever is said in the Comment will be forced to be interpreted against 
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the Topic. This restriction on interpretation might also be a crucial factor in the deletion 
of the copula in a Topic-Comment structure. 
 
Here, I do not mean to say that the copula is always unnecessary, and does not ever 
appear in any Chinese or CSE Topic-Comment construction. This claim simply does not 
hold in the face of empirical data. We have seen that in certain kinds of Topic 
constructions, where there is a „loose‟ relationship between the Topic and the Comment 
(128), the copula is still present. Also, the copula might have other functions to fulfill 
other than semantically linking parts of the sentence. However, I am suggesting that in 
Topic-Prominent languages such as Chinese and CSE, the semantic linking function of 
the copula is somewhat diminished due to the inherent link that holds between the Topic 
and the Comment. Therefore, it would be more likely for the copula to be deleted in these 
languages, compared to non-Topic-Prominent languages such as English. 
 
4.2.2 Focus/Contrast structures 
 
The copular construction – in many if not all languages that has a copula – is virtually 
synonymous with a Focus and/or a Contrast structure. The post-copula position, 
especially, is a position of Focus in many languages. This is simply because „new‟ 
information is usually presented in this position. The cleft construction in English is the 
perfect example of this (e.g. „It is X who did it‟). The function of focus, as argued in 
Kenesei (2006), is „exclusion by identification‟. Using the cleft sentence as an example, 
the copula places X in an identification relation with who did it, and by doing so, focuses 
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X. It follows that the post-copula position is also a position of Contrastive Focus. One of 
the copula‟s basic functions is to equate different entities with different properties and 
attributes, hence allowing for contrast in a specific context. A simple English example of 
Contrastive Focus is „It is X who did it, not Y‟. Similarly, the post-copula position is 
considered special in Chinese, where Focus and/or Contrast naturally falls upon whatever 
element housed in the position. 
(129) Shi wo ti      na   li         qiu de (bu shi yue han). 
   COP I    kick that CLASS ball de (no COP John). 
   „It is I who kicked that ball, not John‟ 
(130) Wo shi  man  (bu shi  ben). 
   I     COP slow (no COP stupid). 
  „I am slow, not stupid‟  
Both sentences show the Focusing of the post-copula element, with an optional phrase 
indicating an added Contrastive meaning. In (129), there is a broad Focus reading, where 
the copula Focuses the entire proposition I kicked the ball. A narrow Focus reading is 
also possible, where only the immediate post-copula element I is Focused. (129) is 
described as a „wrap-around shi-de‟ sentence, and looks similar to an English cleft 
construction in some ways. The copula can also follow the subject, as we have seen in 
numerous examples earlier. 
 
In this chapter, we have looked at environments where the copula does not „naturally 
occur‟. The intended meaning of „Mary is really stupid‟ can be understood without a 
copula linking the subject to the adjectival phrase. When the copula is inserted, it creates 
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a Focus or a Contrast reading, which can be better understood with the following 
elaboration: 
(131) Mary is stupid (or she won‟t divulge the secret). 
(132) Mary is stupid (but she is not cunning). 
In (131), the copula asserts the truth of the post-copula adjective phrase in relation to 
Mary. In (132), the copula functions to contrast the properties of being stupid and being 
cunning in relation to Mary. In both StdE and Chinese, phonological stress can naturally 
fall upon the copula. However, placing stress on the copula is the only way to indicate a 
Focus/Contrast structure (rather than a simple declarative) in StdE, because a verbal 
element (the copula) is obligatory to make the sentence a well-formed one. In Chinese, it 
is the presence or absence of the copula that indicates the functional contrast between a 
normal assertion and a Focus/Contrast structure. It is in this way that I claim Chinese has 
influenced CSE in terms of copula deletion. 
 
My claim is that CSE has adopted the Chinese strategy of disambiguating Focus/Contrast 
sentences from neutral contexts by the insertion or deletion of the copula. That is to say, 
the copula is not found in CSE sentences that are intended to have a non-Focus or non-
Contrast reading. It typically appears in CSE sentences that are meant to have a Focus 
and/or Contrast interpretation, just like Chinese. I use the word „typically‟ because there 
are other independent factors that might cause the deletion of the copula; for example, the 
use of discourse particles in place of the copula for a broad Focus reading. It is observed 
that there is a high tendency for the copula not to be deleted in a Focus/Contrast context 
in CSE.  
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(133) ?Mary __ stupid, not evil. (c.f. „Mary is stupid, not evil‟) 
In sentences where the Focus/Contrast falls on the pre-copula element, the copula is also 
non-deletable. 
(134) Mary is stupid, not John is stupid, ok?? (c.f. *Mary __ stupid, not John __ 
stupid, ok?) 
Another piece of evidence that points towards the influence of Chinese on CSE 
Focus/Contrast copular structures is the ability of the copula to „float‟. In Chinese, the 
copula can float between the different parts of the sentence, indicating Contrastive Focus 
on the immediately following element or phrase. 
(135) Shi Zhangsan zuo tian    kan dao Wang xiao jie (bu shi Lisi). 
   COP Zhangsan yesterday see        Miss Wang     (no COP Lisi). 
   „It is Zhangsan who saw Miss Wang yesterday (not Lisi)‟ 
(136) Zhangsan shi  zuo tian    kan dao Wang xiao jie (bu shi qian     tian). 
   Zhangsan COP yesterday see        Miss Wang     (no COP before day). 
   „It was yesterday that Zhangsan saw Miss Wang (not the day before)‟ 
(137) Zhangsan zuo tian    shi  kan dao Wang xiao jie (bu shi   gen  ta   shuo hua). 
   Zhangsan yesterday COP see        Miss Wang      (no COP with her speak). 
   „Zhangsan saw Miss Wang yesterday (not talk to her)‟ 
(138) Zhangsan zuo tian    kan dao de shi  Wang xiao jie (bu shi ma li). 
   Zhangsan yesterday see         de COP Miss Wang     (no COP Mary). 
   „It was Miss Wang that Zhangsan saw yesterday (not Mary)‟ 
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Floating of the copula is not possible in StdE, however, it is commonly found in CSE, 
and it has the exact same function of focusing the immediately-following constituent as 
Chinese.  
(139) Is John who yesterday saw Mary (not Tom). 
(140) John is yesterday saw Mary (not the day before). 
(141) John yesterday is see Mary (not talk to her). 
(142) John yesterday see one is Mary (not Jane). 
It is impossible to selectively and narrowly focus different constituents in the sentence 
without placing the copula before it in CSE. This not only shows that the CSE copula is 
directly responsible for creating a Focus/Contrast structure, it also constitutes strong 
evidence that the presence of the copula is used to disambiguate between Focus/Contrast 
readings and neutral contexts in CSE.  
 
Furthermore, it is observed that in a CSE sentence such as: 
(143) Its John who yesterday saw Mary. 
The first word of the sentence is pronounced either as [IS] or [IZ]. While it is commonly 
assumed that the sentence mirrors that of a StdE cleft construction, and the first word of 
the sentence is simply a contraction of „It is‟; it is also entirely possible that the first word 
is simply a copula and not a contraction of „It is‟, following its Chinese equivalent (135). 
CSE, like Chinese but unlike StdE, does not strictly require a dummy subject, or an 
expletive subject, to be present.  
(144) There are dogs in the garden. (StdE) 
(145) You  gou zai hua yuan li. (Chinese) 
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   Have dog at  garden     inside. 
   „There are dogs in the garden‟ 
(146) (There) Got dog in the garden. (CSE) 
The expletive subject „there‟ is obligatory in a StdE sentence such as (144) to fulfill the 
requirement that [Spec, IP] position be filled. There is no such requirement in Chinese, 
and also in CSE. The optional „there‟ in (146) is used in a deictic sense, rather than as an 
expletive subject. In summary, I have presented evidence here to argue for Chinese 
influence on CSE Focus and Contrast structures. The copula is not obligatory in certain 
environments in Chinese, for example, preceding an Adjective Phrase, or a Locative 
expression. When the copula is added in these contexts, a Focus and/or a Contrastive 
reading is achieved instead. A similar situation obtains in CSE: where there is an 
intended Focus and/or Contrast interpretation, the copula is not deleted; while it is 
typically deleted in a non-Focus or non-Contrast context. I argue that when a Focus 
reading is intended in CSE, the copula‟s presence is obligatory, just like in Chinese. An 
important piece of supporting evidence is the copula‟s ability to float in both Chinese and 
CSE, when it functions to Contrastively Focus different constituents in the sentence. If 
this is the case, then the first word in a CSE sentence like (143) should be re-analyzed as 
a copula instead of a contracted dummy subject. 
 
4.2.3 The Copula – A Morphological Hitching Post 
 
CSE is often characterized as any of the following: a „broken‟ form of StdE, a learner‟s 
variety, a creole, or an interlanguage. One of the most significant characteristics that 
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contributes to this is that there seems to be a lack of agreement in certain morphological 
features between the Subject and the Verb. The two major categories that do not usually 
bear morphological agreement in CSE are Number and Tense. For example, 
(147) The teachers go home already. 
(148) The teachers is going now. 
In (147), the past time interpretation of the sentence is not reflected in the verb „go‟, but 
in the adverbial „already‟. The prescriptively correct form should be „went‟. In (148), the 
plural subject „teachers‟ does not agree with the singular form of the copula. Interestingly, 
this non-agreement is not haphazard; the reverse situation of having a singular subject but 
a plural copula is much less frequently found naturally. Likewise, in a sentence such as 
(147), the base form of the verb go is expected, rather than the present singular goes or 
progressive going, which are theoretically possible (if agreement is merely random). 
These patterns lead us to the conclusion that the base form of the verb, shorn of any 
morphological features, is favored in CSE. While the lack of verbal inflection sometimes 
occurs during the formation of creole languages (restructuring of the language, typical of 
the creolisation process), it is neither a necessary condition nor an ensured outcome. It is 
much more probable that the non-realization of features on verbal elements (including the 
copula) in CSE is a result of a language contact situation, especially one involving 
languages of different morphological types (Muysken & Smith, 1986). That is to say, the 
pervasive loss of morphology in CSE is directly influenced by its substrate, Chinese – an 
isolating language with only a single copula form shi.  
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The copula‟s presence is required in StdE because of several factors: firstly, to satisfy the 
requirement that every English sentence must have a verb; secondly, to „link‟ the subject 
to the rest of the sentence; and lastly, as a morphological hitching post, for features such 
as Number, Person and Tense to be realized. Often, the copula has to do double or even 
triple duty in StdE. For instance, in a typical sentence such as (149), 
(149) John was stupid before, but now he is smart. 
The copula satisfies the requirement that a verb appears in every sentence; the copula 
identifies and links the subject John to the property of being stupid, it takes on number 
(singular), person (first) and tense (past) features in agreement with the subject; and it 
contrastively focuses the stupidity of John before with his smartness now. The copula in 
StdE is so over-burdened with responsibilities that it cannot fulfill the function of 
marking Focus/Contrast as simply as it can in Chinese. It has to rely on additional 
mechanisms such as placing stress on the copula, and on special Focus positions such as 
in the cleft construction. Conversely, in Chinese, it is not clear whether there is a 
requirement for a verb to appear in every sentence; the copula is not always obligatory 
for the „linking‟ function due to Topic-Prominence; it does not take on any 
morphological features at all; but it does fulfill the function of marking Focus/Contrast. 
Hence, the copular structure can be straightforwardly used to explain how Focus and 
Contrast is marked in Chinese – because it is the copula‟s only function here. 
 
I have pointed out the asymmetric nature of the lack of morphological realization of 
features on verbal elements in CSE. Verbs, including the copula, merely tend to appear in 
their base form, reflecting the case in isolating languages such as Chinese. According to 
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basic principles of language change and language contact, it is most likely that Chinese is 
the source of influence for the loss of morphology in CSE. I argue that the loss of the 
morphological hitching post function of the copula in CSE (which is otherwise obligatory 
in CSE‟s lexifier – StdE) leads to a higher tendency for it to be deleted, especially in 
environments where the copula does not perform any other significant function (as listed 
in Copula Properties A – D). 
 
4.2.4 The Copula As Emphatic Particle 
 
Lastly, I argue that there is possible influence from Chinese on CSE copula deletion in 
the use of discourse particles. It is no mystery that the inventory of particles used in CSE 
was transferred from Mandarin Chinese and other Chinese dialects (some influence is 
also attributed to Malay, especially for la, but the majority of CSE particles have a Sinitic 
origin). It was shown earlier in the CSE data that copula deletion has a much higher 
tendency to occur in a sentence modified by a discourse particle. This effect is considered 
to be a general effect because no special pattern obtains with any particular particle. A 
simple and straightforward solution here would be the reanalysis of the copula as a 
discourse particle. This analysis is used to explain languages such as Irish, where the 
copula also functions as a particle and in Tibeto-Burman languages, where the copula is 
shown to evolve into verbal morphology and sentence final particles (Pustet, 2003). 
However, this analysis is impossible in CSE, simply because the copula does not share 
the same form as any particle; also, the copula does not typically appear in positions 
where particles appear, nor does it behave like a particle. I propose that the main reason 
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why the copula tends to be deleted in the presence of a particle is that they overlap in 
function. We have seen earlier that the copula is capable of asserting or emphasizing the 
truth of a proposition, and also creating Focus and Contrast structures. It is the emphatic 
function of the copula that bears the most functional similarity to that of a particle. I then 
argue that most, if not all CSE particles are also emphatic, or they contain an emphatic 
element in addition to their intended function in a sentence. The emphatic meaning 
contribution of the particle is very similar to that of the copula‟s emphatic function. In 
such a situation, I claim that the inevitable result is the dropping of the copula in the 
sentence. There are two questions to be answered here: firstly, it is not entirely obvious to 
us why the different particles in CSE simultaneously carry an emphatic function on top of 
their other discourse functions; secondly, given that there is a considerable amount of 
redundancy and repetition in languages (including CSE), why does the copula undergo 
deletion even though its function is replicated by the particle? 
 
An extensive part of the literature on CSE is devoted to the ubiquitous discourse particles 
and their different functions in speech. The central enterprise of research in discourse 
particles is not simply to observe their behavior and patterns of use, but to uncover the 
particle‟s invariant meaning contribution to a sentence. While this is fairly 
straightforward for particles such as meh (indicating skepticism), ma (presents a piece of 
information as being obvious) and har (question marker), it is no easy task for other 
particles, such as la(h). La is a very flexible and versatile particle, because it can be used 
in a variety of contexts, with different kinds of pitch. It can be used to convey a range of 
moods and speaker attitudes, including persuasion, annoyance, objection and emphasis. 
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Any attempt at uncovering the invariant meaning contribution of something like la will 
be confounded by such contextual factors, and this is also true to differing extents for 
other particles. Despite the heavy context dependency, I claim that there is at least one 
invariant part of a particle‟s meaning contribution: Emphasis.  
 
There are at least two major reasons why Emphasis is considered an invariant part of any 
particle‟s meaning. Generally, when a particle is added to the end of a sentence in CSE, it 
is the clearest indication of the semantic mood of the sentence. There are a number of 
factors that determine the mood of a sentence; they include sentence structure, tone (and 
pitch), as well as the presence of the particle. For instance, in a sentence: 
(150) What are you doing here har? 
(150) is clearly understood as an interrogative because its sentence structure takes the 
form of a question, it is produced with a rising tone, and has the particle har at the end of 
the sentence. However, these factors might not always be congruent. A sentence such as: 
(151) This is yours hor? 
(151) is interpreted as an interrogative even though the structure of the sentence is a 
declarative (absence of subject-verb inversion as is common with questions), it is 
produced with a falling tone, and has the particle hor at the end of the sentence. Hor is 
known to „assert and elicit support for a proposition‟ (Wee, 2004:1068). Thus, we can say 
that discourse particles are modifiers of illocutionary operators and sentence type 
indicators. In this sense, the particle emphasizes and „strengthens‟ the mood of any given 
sentence. The particle undergoes covert quantifier raising at LF to take scope over the 
entire sentence, in doing so, emphasizing the mood of the sentence. 
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Secondly, it is generally assumed that when a speaker inserts a discourse particle in a 
sentence, he is fully committed to its intended meaning contribution. Whether it is to 
mark obviousness, or skepticism, or tentativeness; the speaker, through the use of 
particles, emphasizes his stand or view on the matter. This emphasis is juxtaposed with 
what the speaker believes to be the reality or prevailing view. The addition of the particle 
reflects the speaker‟s belief in the proposition and is used to influence the addressee‟s 
way of thinking. Here, I am trying to argue for the position that discourse particles exert a 
kind of „emphasis‟ on the entire sentence in two main ways: firstly, it establishes and 
emphasizes the mood of the sentence; secondly, it emphasizes the speaker‟s belief against 
what he thinks the addressee believes. 
 
My claim here is that the copula and the discourse particle, albeit through different means, 
share a similar emphatic function in the sentence. The result of this similarity in function 
is that the copula can be deleted whenever a particle is present. However, it is not clear 
why this has to be the case. Language is by no means completely efficient or non-
ambiguous. There are many examples of redundancy in CSE, feature agreement (e.g. 
double marking of Number on the determiner and on the noun) being a prime example. If 
this is so, the copula and the particle can co-occur in a sentence despite the similarity in 
their function. Of course, this is by definition already true, as the process of copula 
deletion in CSE is a probabilistic one and not categorical. But more importantly, the 
situation described here is not exactly one of redundancy. 
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The copular structure is naturally compatible with an emphatic structure due to the way 
new information is packaged to appear in the post-copula position. Thus, the copula only 
has scope over the constituent following it. The particle‟s emphatic function, however, 
has scope over the entire sentence. That is to say, the speaker does not just believe in part 
of the proposition, nor does he intend for only part of the sentence to take on a certain 
mood. There is a conflict in the scope of influence exerted by the copula and by the 
particle. In his analysis of the Chinese copula shi as an emphasis operator
18
, Shi (1994) 
argues that the behavior of emphasized elements inside wh- and A-not-A questions is 
based on the notion of the domain of emphasis. He proposes that two elements are in 
conflict with respect to their domain of emphasis if they are both emphatic variables and 
they have the same domain of emphasis. I follow Shi‟s argument in essence, in claiming 
that there is a conflict in the domain of emphasis between the copula and the particle. 
Where the copular structure only allows emphasis on the post-copula constituent, the 
particle‟s emphasis takes scope over the entire sentence. Let me explain the gist of my 
analysis using some examples: 
(152) John is fat? 
(153) ?John __ fat? 
(154) John is fat meh? 
(155) John __ fat meh? 
                                                 
18
 Shi (1994) argues that in Chinese emphatic sentences (shi-de constructions), de should not be analyzed as 
a nominalizer and that shi is not a copula. He claims that shi is simply a modal verb with an emphatic 
function. This is contrary to the common analysis that „the structure of emphatic sentences are identical to 
that of equational sentences; and that the differences in interpretation between the two sentence types are 
attributed to lexical properties of either the morpheme de (Chao, 1968) or the verb shi (El and Thompson, 
1981)‟. I leave it an open question here whether it is the case that the copula can be further distinguished 
between an equative and an emphatic variant in CSE. However, I suggest that, if it is true these two 
variants of the copula exist in CSE, more ambiguity concerning the copula‟s function might arise when the 
copula is present in a sentence. This will likely lead to more contexts where the copula will be deleted, in 
order to resolve the ambiguity. 
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In (152), the copula naturally places emphasis on the post-copular constituent, which is 
„fat‟. A question that does not undergo subject-verb inversion is acceptable in CSE. (152) 
simply questions if it is true that the subject John possesses the attribute of being fat, 
roughly equivalent to “Is fatness a/the property that is true of John”? With the copula 
dropped, (153) is not an acceptable question in CSE. (Note however, that the declarative 
form of (153) is deemed acceptable) In (154), the presence of the particle meh makes a 
wide-scope emphasis reading possible. There are two possible readings: the same reading 
that (152) has, and the reading “Is it true that John is fat”? The addition of the particle in 
(155), cf. (153), „saves‟ the sentence. With the copula now deleted, the only reading that 
remains in (155) is the wide-scope question interpretation. The tendency for the copula to 
be deleted in (154), then, is due to the conflict in what is being emphasized in the 
sentence: just the post-copula constituent, or the entire sentence. In (155), there is no such 
conflict and thus it is more compatible in context than (154). The result is a high rate of 
copula deletion in CSE when a particle is present. It is in theory possible to have 
emphasis placed on every single constituent in a copular structure, for example: 
(156) This Is Mine. 
However, it is clear that no discourse particle can possibly be added to such a sentence. 
This is an extreme example of an artificially created conflict in domain of emphasis. 
 
Ho (1981), in attempting to account for the effect of particles on CSE copula deletion, 
says “it appears that with emphasis shifted to the particle, be is more likely to be omitted 
in basilectal SgE”. Although this statement alone does not shed much light on what is the 
exact nature of influence from particles, I take it to imply that emphasis cannot be 
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simultaneously on the copula and on the particle at the same time, which is in spirit 
similar to the analysis presented here. In summary, I argue here for the view that 
discourse particles have an emphatic function, which is similar to the copula‟s emphatic 
function, and that the conflict over the domain of emphasis between the copula and the 
particle will likely result in the deletion of the copula in certain contexts. In the instances 
where there is no conflict in the domain of emphasis, or where the overlap does not result 
in any ambiguity or change in meaning of the sentence, copula deletion will be optional 
and not categorical. 
 
Lastly, given the discussion so far, there is a strong enough case in CSE to argue that a 
discourse particle can – in the absence of the copula – link the different parts of the 
sentence together. The particle indicates the mood of the sentence and takes scope over 
the entire sentence. In other words, it also performs the function of linking the entire 
proposition together. This is similar to the copula‟s linking function we have earlier 
described. This is support for the position that the particle „takes over‟ the functional load 
of the deleted copula. 
 
4.3 Interim Summary 
 
In this chapter, I have examined the Chinese copular construction, and the possible 
sources of influence that Chinese has on CSE in terms of copula deletion. It is clear that 
the distribution, meaning contribution, functions, form and morphology of the copula in 
the two languages have their differences. Despite the differences (or in some cases, 
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because of the differences), there are still identifiable areas of Chinese influence. I 
associated these areas of influence to properties of the copula which I claim are both 
basic and universal: 
- Topic Prominence (Copula Property A) 
- Morphological Hitching Post (Copula Property B) 
- Focus and Contrast Structures (Copula Property D) 
- Discourse Particles (Copula Property A & D) 
In the discussion, I also bring up the issue of copula deletion as a process of „leveling‟ in 
cases where there are different word orders (in adverbs), confusion over agreement 
features realized on the copula, ambiguity in Focus and Contrast constructions, and 
conflict over emphatic domains.  
 
4.3.1 Chinese Copula-less Sentences 
 
Before I end the chapter, I would like to present an alternative view of why copula-less 
sentences exist in Chinese, and discuss the applicability of such an analysis to CSE. A 
Chinese „copula-less‟ sentence, is basically a predicative sentence such as: 
(157) Jin tian xing qi yi. 
   Today   Monday. 
   „Today is Monday‟ 
(158) Zhangsan zhong guo ren. 
   Zhangsan China        person. 
   „Zhangsan is Chinese‟ 
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Tang (2001) 
The copula shi can be inserted in most of the copula-less sentences. This makes copula-
less sentences slightly different from the examples of copula deletion we have been 
discussing so far (where the copula is first present and then deleted). Tang (2001) argues 
that copula-less sentences are licensed in Chinese by the principle: 
  
Generalized Anchoring Principle (GAP) 
 Every clause must be either tensed or focused at the LF interface level. 
Tang and Lee (2000) 
 
Tang outlines two strategies to satisfy GAP in natural languages, but only one is relevant 
to our discussion. He claims that sentences need to be „focused in the sense that it 
highlights an item in contrast to a set of alternatives supplied by the context of utterance‟. 
In other words, copula-less sentences in Chinese should be anchored by focus. Tang 
acknowledges that Chinese sentences without a copula sound unnatural when uttered in 
isolation, and presents a number of environments and constraints where they are licensed 
(the gaps are included by me to specify where the copula is deleted): 
 
- Juxtaposing a copula-less sentence with a parallel one in a Contrast structure 
(159) Zhangsan __ xue sheng, Lisi __ jiao shou. 
   Zhangsan __ student,      Lisi __ professor. 
   „Zhangsan is a student, Lisi is a professor‟ 
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- Modifying the predicate nominal by an Adjective 
(160) a. ??Zhangsan __ xue sheng. 
                      Zhangsan __ student.       
         b. Zhangsan __ hao   xue sheng. 
             Zhangsan __ good student. 
 
- Meaning conveyed by the predicate nominal is Specific (a subset of a 
presupposed set) 
(161) a. ??Zhangsan __ xue sheng. 
         b. Zhangsan __ da xue      sheng. 
             Zhangsan __ university student. 
 
- Predicate nominal conveys Subjectivity (the speaker‟s judgment and attitude) 
rather than fact 
(162) a. ??Zhangsan __ xue sheng 
         b. Zhangsan __ shagua. 
             Zhangsan __ fool. 
 
- Addition of Focus Adverb 
(163) Zhangsan cai   zhujiao19. 
         Zhangsan only assistant teacher. 
         „Zhangsan is only an assistant teacher‟ 
                                                 
19
 In sentence (163), it is impossible to „re-insert‟ the copula back into the sentence. In this sense, it is 
slightly different from the other copula-less sentences. 
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- Embedding 
(164) Wo dang      [Zhangsan __ xue sheng]. 
    I     consider Zhangsan __ student. 
    „I consider Zhangsan a student‟ 
 
According to Tang, the above six environments are the only instances where a copula-
less sentence is licensed in Chinese. The one thing that these six environments have in 
common is that they are „anchored by focus‟. Tang argues that focus anchoring provides 
a unified and very natural explanation for copula-less sentences, as „all these contexts 
include focusing effects in contrasting the situation depicted with an alternative set of 
situations‟. Some of these contexts are similar to our CSE Generalizations: the 
environment Tang describes as „modifying a predicate nominal by an Adjective‟ 
corresponds to Generalization 7, Specificity (Generalization 6), Focus Adverbs 
(Generalization 12), and Embedding (Generalization 15). The remaining contexts also 
share similarities with aspects of my analysis: Juxtaposing a copula-less sentence with a 
parallel Contrast structure is a logical extension of what we seen earlier in CSE Contrast 
constructions; while the conveyance of Subjectivity and speaker attitude rather than fact 
is crucial in the use of Discourse Particles in CSE. 
 
We can see from the data presented in (159) – (164), that Tang considers only predicate 
nominals in his analysis. Basically, a predicate nominal can appear in a sentence without 
a copula, only if it becomes more specific or if the domain of the nominal becomes more 
restricted. Tang‟s argument that Focus is needed to anchor a predicate nominal resonates 
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with my own observation that the post-copula position is associated with Focus, and that 
the presence of things like adverbs and adjectives are simply devices to „create‟ Focus in 
the absence of the copula. Tang‟s GAP further supports my claim that the presence or 
absence of the copula is directly related to its emphatic function, and its ability to Focus 
and to Contrast different parts of the sentence. Can we use a theory such as GAP to 
account for CSE copula deletion data then? Below, I will attempt to fit CSE predicate 
nominals into the above-mentioned strategies, which in Tang‟s words, are „salvaging 
devices for making an unnatural copula-less (predicative) sentence natural‟: 
(165) ?John __ Ø / a / the student. (CSE) 
a. John __ a student, Tom __ a teacher. (Contrast) 
b. ?John __ a good student. (Adjective) 
c. ?John __ a graduate student. (Specificity) 
d. ?John __ an idiot. (Subjectivity) 
e. John __ only a student. (Focus Adverb) 
f. I consider [John __ a student]. (Embedding) 
CSE sentences with a bare predicate nominal, or when it is modified by an 
indefinite/definite article, do not license copula deletion (165). When applied to the 
environments that could license a Chinese copula-less sentence, it is found that not all of 
the strategies result in acceptable outcomes (165b, c & d). Environments such as Contrast 
(165a), Focus (165e) and Embedding (165f) result in acceptable sentences. Although the 
CSE facts are not a perfect fit in GAP, it still has some success in explaining our data. 
Tang‟s data does not consider other contexts where the copula is deleted in CSE, for 
example, Adjectives, V-ing and discourse particle environments. Again, I do not think 
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this is a huge problem. It should be straightforward to extend GAP to these other 
generalizations (I will not try to do this here due to a limitation of space). It is clear from 
the above discussion that Tang‟s analysis contains some similarities to my account of 
Chinese influence on CSE copula deletion in this chapter (especially the copula‟s 
function of marking Focus). However, as we can see, it does not work perfectly for the 
CSE data. Therefore, we cannot simply adopt Tang‟s GAP to account for CSE copula 
deletion. 
 
Furthermore, Tang‟s GAP in its current formulation is simply too powerful. According to 
his theory, whether a copula-less sentence can be licensed is only dependent on the 
availability of a set of alternative situations to any given sentence. It is not very clear in 
the first place what Tang means by „alternative situations‟. Clearly, it is very easy to 
devise numerous alternative situations to any kind of sentence in natural language. This 
can be taken to mean that his theory can plausibly be used to explain a wider range of 
data that it was originally intended for. A more precise account of Focus, or the nature of 
these alternative situations, needs to be worked out, if we were to use GAP to account for 
copula deletion in CSE. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  Conclusion 
 
5.1 Summary of the Data 
 
There are two primary aims in this paper: the first is to exhaustively describe the 
environments where copula deletion can, and cannot, occur in CSE. The second aim is to 
discover the source of influence on CSE in terms of copula deletion, and to explain the 
nature of this influence. I suggest that the copula, as a fundamental notion in language, 
covers several different functions: such as identification, equation, focusing, and linking. 
However, not all these functions of the copula manifest themselves in every language. 
Where some of these functions are not necessary, or somehow diminished in prominence, 
the copula appears in less environments than it would have, and with less frequency. 
Additionally, in a language contact situation where there are differences in general word 
order, in sentence structure and information structure, and even the entire morphological 
system (such as the situation involving StdE, Chinese, and CSE), the result is ambiguity 
in meaning. For example, the copula has an emphatic function when it appears in an 
adjectival context in Chinese. The copula is simply obligatory in a similar context in StdE. 
As a result, the copula is present in an adjectival context in CSE when there is an 
intended emphatic reading; it can be present or deleted when there is no intended 
emphasis. These situations are not easy to see, because there are several other strategies 
to denote emphasis, such as phonological stress, the use of discourse particles, and certain 
special constructions (which can all be used together, since there is no restriction on 
„double-marking‟ in the language). Continuing in this vein, I suggested that certain 
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elements, such as discourse particles and adverbs, can also „take over‟ one or more of the 
copula‟s functions, thus leading to its loss of prominence in the language. 
 
I have compared CSE copular constructions to both their StdE and Chinese counterparts. 
Generally, in StdE, where the copula appears in a sentence, it is not easily deletable. Thus, 
I turned to Labov‟s phonological account of copula deletion in BEV to try to explain the 
CSE facts from a StdE „perspective‟. However, an account that assumes deletion is an 
extension of contraction does not capture all the Generalizations perfectly. Below, I 
indicate whether Labov‟s analysis explains CSE facts by putting „yes‟ or „no‟ in the 
column under „English‟. Comparison is also made between the behavior of the copula in 
Chinese and in CSE. The result of the comparison is indicated in the column under 
„Chinese‟. 
 
Table 2 – Explaining CSE Generalizations with StdE and Chinese 
 English Chinese Comments 
Generalization 1: 
Question Tags 
Yes Yes  
Generalization 2: 
Sentence Final Position 
Yes Yes  
Generalization 3: Subject 
Ellipsis 
No Yes  
Generalization 4: Dummy 
Subjects and 
Demonstratives 
No Yes  
Generalization 5: 
Embedded clauses 
No Yes  
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Generalization 6: Noun 
Phrases 
No No* 
*But see Tang‟s GAP 




Yes No  
Generalization 8: Verb-
ing 
Yes No  
Generalization 9: 
Locatives and Temporals 
Yes No* 
*Unless you assume 
that zai is a special 
locative copula 











Difference in word 









Yes Yes  
Generalization 15: Small 
Clauses 
No Yes  
 
The two generalizations that cannot be easily explained are Generalization 6 (Noun 
Phrases) and Generalization 10 (wh questions). CSE wh-questions are tricky to analyze 
because they have the option of following a StdE structure or a Chinese structure, i.e. wh-
element is fronted, or in-situ, respectively. Furthermore, the copula is missing from a 
how-question in Chinese but it cannot be omitted from a how-question in CSE. A when-
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question is also difficult to formulate in Chinese with the copula. A short comparison of 
the examples is presented in the table below: 
 
Table 3 – Comparison of wh-questions 
English Chinese CSE 
What is John doing? 
John zai zuo shen me? 
John is   do   what? 
John (is) doing what? 
What (is) John doing? 
Where is John? 
John zai   na li? 
John is-at where? 
Where *(is) John? 
John *(is) where? 
How is John? 
John zen yang? 
John how? 
*John (is) how? 
How *(is) John? 
When is dinner? 
Ji       dian chi wan can? 
What time eat dinner? 
When *(is) dinner? 
Dinner *(is) when? 
Who is John? 
John shi shei? 
John is   who? 
Shei shi John? 
Who is  John? 
Who *(is) John? 
John *(is) who? 
Why is John sick? 
John wei shen me bing? 
John why              sick? 
Wei shen me John bing? 
Why             John sick? 
Why (is) John sick? 
*John (is) why sick? 
*John why (is) sick? 
*John (is) sick why? 
 
However, there is a straightforward way to explain the data. Basically, the copula cannot 
be deleted in a wh-question if it is the only verb in the sentence. This is why the sentences 
„What John doing‟ and „John doing what‟ are fine. This is similar to do-support 
sentences:  
(166) What did John eat? (StdE) 
(167) John chi shen me? (Chinese)   
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               John eat what? 
               „What did John eat?‟ 
(168) What __ John eat? (CSE) 
   John eat what? 
In (166), do is inserted to ensure there is a proper host for unattached grammatical 
features. We can see in (168) that the two possible ways of asking a what-question in 
CSE are: following the StdE structure but omitting do, or following the Chinese structure. 
The similarity between do-dropping and copula deletion supports the view that the copula 
is present in these examples just to encode features such as tense and number. 
 
However, copula deletion with nominals is not so easily explained in CSE. While 
contraction is possible in most nominal contexts, such as „Mary‟s a doctor‟, the 
corresponding copula-deleted sentence in CSE is unacceptable, „*Mary __ a doctor‟. The 
copula is also not deletable in Chinese nominal sentences, apart from the „salvaging 
devices‟ mentioned in Tang‟s (2001) analysis. Copula deletion in CSE nominal sentences 
can be licensed by similar strategies, such as the addition of adverbs and discourse 
particles. In addition, formulaic nominal sentences giving information such as name, age, 
place of origin, price, etc. are generally acceptable in CSE, for example „The orange __ 
fifty cents‟, and „John __ Singaporean‟. However, these formulaic sentences seem to 
have more in common with an adjectival context than a nominal one, despite the fact they 
are categorized as nouns. The nouns „fifty cents‟ and „Singaporean‟ in the above 
examples seem to provide some kind of specification or description of the subject, 
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functioning like an adjective, rather than to be predicative
20
 of the subject. Perhaps, these 
nouns are not „true‟ predicative nominals. 
 
Let us focus instead on sentences involving bare predicate nominals, such as: 
(169) *Mary __ a doctor. 
(170) *Mary __ the doctor. 
(171) *Mary __ doctor. 
(172) *Mary __ Dr. Smith. 
It is a mystery why the copula cannot be deleted in a sentence involving a bare predicate 
nominal, given that it can be deleted in a sentence with a bare predicate adjective, and 
with locatives and temporals. The process of predication should be the same for both 
nominals and adjectives. Thus, I propose that in examples (169) – (172), where the 
sentence contains a bare predicative nominal, there is another process, one that operates 
on a more basic level than predication. As I have mentioned earlier, this process is either 
the equating function or the identification function of the copula. The importance of this 





                                                 
20
 Here, I do not distinguish between predicative nominals (NPs) and non-predicative nominals (DPs), in 
the manner proposed by Tang (2001). Tang claims that „in terms of syntax, all NP nominals are basically 
predicative. If the nominals are dominated by a functional projection, for instance Determiner Phrase DP, 
they are non-predicative or argumental. Predicative nominals and non-predicative nominals may serve as 
predicates and arguments respectively.‟ It can be seen from the CSE data that the status of the nominal as 
predicative or non-predicative has no effect on the grammaticality of copula deletion in a nominal context. 
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5.2 Properties and Functions of the Copula 
 
The traditional European philosophical view of the copula is that it is the basic unit 
linking the subject and the predicate (such as in Derrida, 1985), and it expresses the 
fundamental relation of assertion (affirmation or negation). The modern linguistic view of 
the copula is that it has no semantic contribution to the sentence and is only present to 
morphologically encode grammatical features (Lyons, 1968). There is some difference in 
the importance and the role of the copula between these two perspectives. However, these 
are not necessarily „opposing‟ views. Maybe it is true the copula is merely a carrier of 
features, but it is not entirely accurate to say that it is semantically empty and has no 
meaning contribution whatsoever. In addition to the grammatical agreement features such 
as tense, number and person (which has received a lot of attention in the literature), 
perhaps it is possible that other features are being encoded by the copula (Nakahara, 
2002). These include affirmation/negation (although a separate negative morpheme 
no/not is required), emphasis, focus and contrast. Additionally, if some other category 
encodes these features, then that category can be considered a copula according to the 
stipulation that the copula is a feature-carrier. 
 
(173) Copula Property A – Linking  
In any language, the copula can be marked as „strong‟ or „weak‟ with regard to the 
„linking‟ function. To be „strong‟ in this function means that the copula plays an 
important role in connecting the subject to it‟s predicate in a sentence. If it is „weak‟, 
then the copula‟s presence is not categorically required to connect the subject to its 
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predicate. It could also mean that there are other elements that can fulfill this function 
in place of the copula. 
 
(174) Copula Property B – Morphological Hitching Post 
In any language, the copula can be marked as „strong‟ or „weak‟ with regard to the 
„morphological hitching post‟ function. To be „strong‟ in this function means that the 
copula‟s presence is obligatory for the expression of tense and agreement features. If 
it is „weak‟, it means that there is no need for the morphological expression of such 
features in the language, or that morphological expression of the features does not 
occur all the time. Lastly, a „weak‟ value here could also mean that the features are 
realized on other elements in the sentence other than the verb.  
 
(175) Copula Property C – Variants  
In any language, there can be only one form of the copula, or there can be two or 
more variants of the copula. These variants can be morphologically distinct from each 
other, or they can be morphologically similar; however, they must be used in different 
syntactic and semantic environments. 
  
(176) Copula Property D – Focus / Contrast 
In any language, the copula can be marked [+focus], and/or [+contrast]. Otherwise, it 
has a neutral value with respect to focus and contrast. If the copula is marked [+focus] 
and [+contrast], whenever there is a copula construction, there must be a focus 
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interpretation or a contrast interpretation. If the value is neutral, then a focus/contrast 
reading is not the only available reading. 
 
Any language in which an overt copula is found can be described in terms of these 
properties. Below, I will characterize StdE, Chinese and CSE according to the „strength‟ 
of these functions in the language: 
 
Table 4 – Feature Strength of the Copula 
 StdE Chinese CSE 
Copula Property A Strong Weak Weak 
Copula Property B Strong Weak Weak 
Copula Property C Yes Yes ? 
Copula Property D Weak Strong Neutral 
   
StdE is considered to have a strong linking function. Also, a verb is always required in a 
sentence for morphological features to be expressed upon it. The presence of the copula 
does not create a Focus or Contrast structure. The copula does not have a strong linking 
function in Chinese, because of Topic Prominence. Morphological expression of features 
is not required either. However, the copula is used extensively for emphasis, and to mark 
Focus and/or Contrast. In CSE, the copula has a weak linking function, as it is a Topic-
Prominent language. Grammatical features can be expressed on the verb; however, they 
can be omitted as well. The presence of the copula only indicates a strong preference for 




Features usually only have the values + (plus), – (minus), Ø (unvalued) and ± (variable). 
Here, I use the values „strong‟, „weak‟ and „neutral‟ instead. The reason why I use 
„strength‟ to describe each of the copula‟s functions is because copula deletion is not an 
all-or-nothing phenomenon in CSE. That is, there is no environment where the copula is 
definitely deleted (although there are a few environments where the copula must 
definitely appear – Generalizations 1 to 5). When a particular copula function is 
characterized as „weak‟, it implies that the frequency of the copula appearing in the 
context that corresponds to that same function will be lower. For instance, a „weak‟ 
Property A for language X would mean a general decrease in the copula‟s frequency 
across all contexts in language X. This is because the linking function is considered one 
of the most basic copula functions, i.e. it is always present whenever the copula is present. 
A „weak‟ Property D, on the other hand, is only relevant to Focus and Contrast 
constructions, thus it would lead only to a decrease in the copula‟s frequency in those 
specific situations. 
 
The way the data is presented in Table 4 does not imply any principled way of predicting 
the copula‟s behavior in a language contact situation. For instance, let‟s say the lexifier 
and the substrate differs in strength for a particular copula function. This does not 
necessarily mean that the resulting contact variety will always take on the same value as 
the lexifier, nor the substrate, in terms of that property. In the case where the lexifier and 
the substrate have the same strength for a particular copula function, the resulting contact 
variety might yet yield a different value. For this to happen, it means that there must have 
been some independent innovation/development on the part of the contact variety, or the 
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result of interaction with other more general markedness principles. All that my analysis 
predicts is firstly the copula‟s tendency to be deleted in specific contexts, and secondly 
the copula‟s tendency to be deleted generally in the language, as a direct consequence of 
the respective strengths of the copula‟s functions. 
 
One might also notice that there is a rather unwieldy 15 generalisations proposed in this 
analysis of CSE copula structures. There might yet be better ways to collapse some of 
them into fewer generalisations. If that is so, it seems also possible to assume as a general 
property of CSE that the copula deletes by default: then, the task becomes to specify 
environments where copula deletion is blocked. This issue I leave for future research. 
 
Finally, I would like to consider the question whether there are variants of the copula in 
CSE. There has been much discussion in the literature whether the various functions of 
the copula are to be attributed to a single element or to different variants of the copula. 
That is, it is possible for there to be a separate copula form for each function. For instance, 
Becker (2003) argues for a dual categorial status for the copula in StdE: the verbal copula 
raised from a V position, and the non-verbal (Infl) copula. In Chinese, it has been argued 
that the aspectual marker zai is also a copula, one that is used in V-ing, locative and 
temporal contexts. It is not clear to me whether there are copula variants in CSE which 
fulfill the different functions. If they exist, then they would have to take exactly the same 
form. However, it would also mean a slightly more elegant analysis: one can say that 
only certain copula variants can be deleted, while others cannot be deleted. At the present 
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moment, I do not have any evidence to assume that there are variants of the copula in 
CSE. 
 
5.3 A Unified Approach to Copula Deletion? 
 
At this stage of the discussion, it is obvious that CSE Copula Deletion, like many other 
„peculiar‟ or non-standard constructions in CSE, or indeed most constructions in creole-
like languages and contact varieties, cannot simply be accounted for using just one of the 
following factors: influence from the superstrate/lexifier, substratal transfer, or the work 
of language universals and parametric resetting. To take a superstratist approach, such as 
Labov‟s, one might argue that CSE copula deletion is merely an ordered phonological 
process which is dependent on contraction in StdE. To take a substratist approach on the 
matter, one might argue that CSE copula deletion is a result of either the borrowing or the 
transfer of rules and structures from Chinese. To take a universalist approach, one could 
say whenever certain conditions of language contact obtain, such as different 
morphological systems, the general tendency to reduce markedness and/or to resolve 
ambiguity in the structure, copula deletion occurs. Earlier work in creolistics and 
language contact tend to put these three factors in opposition. The best example would be 
Labov‟s study of copula deletion in BEV. Labov‟s analysis – though he claimed that was 
not his intention at the time – set the stage for other scholars to debate the status of BEV 
(and subsequently other languages such as Jamaican Creole, Gullah, and Saramaccan) as 
a dialect of StdE, or as having creole origins. A significantly smaller part of the 
scholarship is dedicated to how the process of copula deletion in these languages is a sign 
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of independent, but principled change over time. More recent work on creoles and 
contact varieties suggest that a unified approach of the three factors – substratum, 
superstratum and universals – would fare better in accounting for empirical data. I have 
shown in this paper that CSE copula deletion facts can only be fully explained by a 
synthesis of these approaches, and not by any single approach. I also proposed that 
perceptual factors such as semantic transparency and saliency play an important role in 
copula deletion. In Mufwene‟s (1996) words: 
The competition-of-features perspective allows deterministic influences of both 
the lexifiers and substrate languages, thanks to convergence and other 
markedness principles, with the bioprogram qua Universal Grammar serving as 
the body of principles regulating the development of new vernaculars. 
and 
…Markedness values are determined relative to the ecology of restructuring by 
diverse factors which sometimes yield different selections in different contact 
settings. In such cases the more heavily weighted factor may prevail; but the 
competing alternatives may be retained, producing normal variation in the 
system. 
The „optional‟ behavior of the copula in CSE simply reflects natural variation resulting 
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The following conversation was obtained from the Singapore component of the 
International Corpus of English. The conversation is categorized under Spoken  
Dialogue  Private  Direct Conversations. The corpus follows the common design of 
ICE corpora, details of which can be found on the ICE website, at 
http://www.hku.hk.english/research/ice/index.htm. On top of the standard notation 
used, I will indicate the appearance, omission, or contraction of the copula by underlining 
it in the sentence. Additionally, where the copula is omitted, the following or preceding 





















I like the music a lot 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#6:1:B> 

















I like the part which where she where Finn was sitting in the gallery and then there was 
















She just comes 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#15:1:B> 



















There's no reason why <{> <[> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#21:1:B> 
<O> laughs </O> </[> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#22:1:B> 








I mean I mean she sings like that but the voice sounds like it is from all over the place 











Ya I like the scenes how how they construct the things when it's out in the open 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#28:1:B> 





















The sea __ so calm and then it was so frightening when suddenly this prisoner just jumps 
out from the the <{> <[> the the seabed </[> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#34:1:A> 














And it's very touching lah 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#39:1:A> 
How someone who is poor and yet __ so kind at heart you know 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#40:1:A> 
When you help the prisoner at first and he doesn't just meet him with the with with that 







































Jim oh that was Jim Bean <O> laughter </O> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#51:1:A> 


























































On the third time ah __ underneath the water again but this time was the pouring the 
























I mean I mean it's quite heartening to know you know from nothing he became somebody 





































Ya that's why he's doing this he __ doing this for her 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#82:1:B> 







He thought that the aunt wanted uhm him to be on the the same level 




<[> Ya ya </[> </{> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#86:1:B> 















That's so sad 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#91:1:A> 

































She I didn't like her look then you know 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#100:1:A> 













I like the scenes lah 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#105:1:B> 
I don't know why 
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<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#106:1:B> 
Every every every frame well it's like a picture itself 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#107:1:B> 
























Everything looks like a picture 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#114:1:B> 
It's print very very nicely 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#115:1:B> 
Even the part where the prisoner the final benefactor he died __ 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#116:1:B> 









<[> It's too </[> </{> beautiful and ya when he died you see the screen the windows 



























<[> Ya </[> </{> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#126:1:B> 






They had something going between them 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#129:1:B> 
He did say uh they when they when when the when Robert DeNiro the guy was in his 
was in the his his his painting room 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#130:1:B> 









It's an old score 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#133:1:B> 



















One good thing he did 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#139:1:B> 











I was so confused 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#143:1:B> 





























The first part is so important when when Finn was at the seaside and he just drew the 








__ So touching hor 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#154:1:A> 














<O> laughter </O> Ya 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#159:1:A> 







But __ very nice 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#162:1:B> 




Ya especially the music 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#164:1:A> 
Uhm cause it's set in the modern time lah 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#165:1:A> 




Ya and that ah you see in the book does it talk about the upper class and the lower class 











__ So pretentious ah the higher class 
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<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#170:1:B> 
The buildings look so monotonous right 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#171:1:B> 
You get the feeling 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#172:1:B> 
















And how it comes 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#177:1:A> 
It went one full circle when when Finn comes back to his <{>  










And how the benefactor appear in the first and the last part everything __ like a sandwich 
like that lah 
 
<$A  <  
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#181:1:A> 













<[> __ Very nice </[> </{> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#185:1:B> 
I like the part __ so touching the Joe came back his uncle came came to visit his art <{> 
















He was confused already 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#190:1:B> 
























So although he realized Finn realises his dream of bring an artist and and being so-called 



































He lost himself but his sole aim is to find Estella his love <{> 
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<[> Ya ya </[> </{> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#207:1:B> 








They came to but why I thought they like professed their love for each other and then the 
next moment she left to get married with the <{> 




<[> The other guy </[> </{> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#211:1:A> 
Maybe it's like what you say loh uhm 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#212:1:A> 

























Estella I mean the auntie became mad because you know she was left alone by the <{> 



















So train the niece not to be hurt by men in this way you know 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#224:1:A> 




Ya I get it 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#226:1:B> 

















<[> Don't know leh </[> </{> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#231:1:B> 




Because she had a bad experience you know 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#233:1:A> 























It is a love story lah 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#240:1:B> 
To me to me it's a love story lor 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#241:1:B> 





Ya in a way it is 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#243:1:A> 
























Okay but it is also about the prisoner you know 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#250:1:A> 








And yet so although he's bad he can still do one good thing you know 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#253:1:A> 









And yet the upper class __ supposedly to have everything but then they <{> <[> what 




<[> Ya </[> </{> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#257:1:B> 
Ya they're so pretentious 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#258:1:B> 








And they make their stupid jokes you remember 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#261:1:B> 


























<[> Uhm ya </[> </{> 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#269:1:A> 







It's pretty clear 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#272:1:B> 



















__ Quite empty right 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#279:1:A> 








They dress up so well but actually I don't know 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#282:1:A> 
I kind of like that kind of life where you just go to seem just be with nature 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#283:1:A> 















Some some of the things Finn says but can't really can't really remember but it says like 
















Oh ya ya 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#292:1:B> 




Let me think 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#294:1:B> 
Uh oh after that benefactor experience when the small kid he says something like 









And that's when you really experience 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#297:1:B> 
You know what life can really be that tremendous experience that he has as a kid when 
















I I I also like that part when uh Finn says I'd like to tell the story 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#302:1:A> 




















That's just like you right 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#308:1:A> 


















And the beauty of it the feelings 
 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-090#314:1:B> 





Well so finally when he become so called successful he went back to his his old life and 









And then he went back to the the run-down house where he's supposed to do the 













































And he thought she was Stella But actually she's a little girl who looks like 'Stella when 




















































But that part when he says erm when when something about understanding each other at 












Say that uh like the like Estella say that   Can you ever forgive me   Say that {   don't you 








Then they look at each other without saying a single thing and the narrator say that she 




So in just very few words we get the idea it conveys the message that actually their love 

































At first I felt a bit sad because urm how come Estella always promises to be there and 








For example the opening of his show his you know his paintings she said   I'll be there   





























Art gallery supposed to be there It's a fulfilment of his dreams everything that he ever 
























__ So sickening ya I like the part when give me your hand and he put the put it on the 
heart and say  What is what is that  he said Wah and first thing as a small boy he said it 
















































































































































































































































Uhm </X> </I> 
